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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
May 4, 1971

To:
From:

All Members of the Faculty
John N. ourrie, Secretary

Subject:

Next Meeting of University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be
on Tuesday, May 18 (rather than May 11, the usual
second Tuesday}, at 3:00 p.m. in the Kiva. An agenda
will be sent in advance.
Summarized minutes of the April meeting are attached.

JND/ped
Enclosure
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

May 11, 1971
All Members of the Faculty

To:

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

May Meeting of University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held on Tuesday,
May 18, at 3:00 p.m. in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
l.

Proposal that the B.U.S. degree not be allowed as a second baccamureate. degree--Mr. MacGregor for the committee on Entrance and

1

Credits.

2.

Pro~osal that no further changes be made at this time in the
basic letter grading system of the University -- Mr. MacGregor
for the Committee on Entrance and Credits.
(Statement attached)

3.

(The Graduate Committee may also have a recommendation concerning
grading.)

4.

Progress report on R.O.T.C. appointments -- Professor Alexander
for the Curricula Committee.

5.

Progress report from the Faculty compensation committee (a subcommittee of the Policy committee).

6.

Possible report from the Graduate committee concerning graduate.
enrollment limitation.
(As the Faculty was informed at the April
meeting, the Regents will consider on May 15 a plan for enrollment restrictions, prepared by the President at the.Regents' re quest . At this time they may also have recommendati~n~ fr~m the
Graduate Committee, meeting on May 13, relative to l1m1tat1on of
graduate enrollment. In view of the time factor and the sequence
Of events, the Regents may have to take action prior to the
Graduate Committeefs report of this matter to the Faculty . )

JND/ped

J,

THE UiUVERSITY 'OF NEW MEXICO

FACULTY MEETING
Hay 18, 1971
(Summarizad lfinutes)
The May 18, 1971, meeting of the University Faculty was called to orde r by
President Heady at 3:10 p.m., in the Kiva, with a quorum presen t.
Professor Hoyt, chairman of the Committee on University Governance, announced
that the Committee had submitted its report to the Regents on May 15. Copies
of the report are available in John Durrie ' s office, he s aid , and he ur ged its
consideration by faculty members. He noted t hat action by the Faculty , the
student governments, and the administration will be required in most cases in
order to put the Committee's recommendations into effect.
Professor Scaletti, chairman of the Research Policy Committee, announced t he
addition of Professors Triandafilidis and Ikl e to the Committee's ISRAD subcommittee.
As recommended by l1r. ~J8.cGregor, on behalf of the Entrance and Credi ts Committee,
the Faculty voted that the regulations governing the granting of t wo undergraduate degrees be amended to provide that the Bachelor of Univers i t y Studies
degree not be allowed as a second baccalaureate degree.
Mr. MacGregor, for the Entrance and Credits Committee, proposed t hat no
further changes be made at t h is time in the basic letter grading system of the
University. (Mr. MacGregor explained that t he Faculty had requested earlier
that the Committee submit a report before the end of the s pring semester.)
After discussion and a suggestion by Professor Davis t hat t he Faculty take no
action, a motion by Professor Green that t he Faculty accept the report as a
report of the Committee on Entrance and Credits was approved.
Dean Springer, on behalf of the Graduate Committee, submitted a r ec ommendation
concerning a grading system for graduate students, in which "A" meant 11 excellent
at the graduate level, 1 ' ' 'B'· meant 11average at the graduate level, " "C" meant
low quality at the graduate level but passing , " and 'NC" meant ·'not acceptable
for credit. " The recommendation, for which Dean Springer moved approval, specified the following:
·'There would be no limit on the number of C's a candidate could include in
his graduate program, provided he maintained at least a 3. 0 average overall.
"\.Je further recommend that NC grades not be calculated into the GPA just
:s CR grades are not. But, the NC grades s hould appear on the transcript , and
he Graduate School should put a student on probation when he receives t wo (2)
r e grades and suspend him when he receives a third (3) NC grade. "
An amendment by Professor Regener to the effect that NC be removed from the

proposal and that the last paragraph be elimina ted was amended by a mo tion introduced by Professor Cottrell which restated t he NC provision and r emoved only t he
last part of the last sentence (the deleted part being, 1·and t he Graduate School
should put a student on probation when he r e ceives t vo (2 ) NC gr ades and s uspend
him when he receives a third (3) NC grade :i ) r a the r than t he en tire last paragraph .
Thus amended, Professor Regener's amendment was approved. However , Dean Springer's

original motion, as amended, was not voted upon as the result of a motion 11 to
refer this back to the Graduate Committee for study of the implications of our
previous actions. ;' The motion to refer was approved by the Faculty.
Professor Alexander, for the Curricula Committee, presented a progress report
on R.O.T.C. appointments and noted the Committee's role as Faculty representative in interviews of prospective appointees in the two units. It was
Professor Alexander's suggestion that it might be preferable to have a special
committee made up of members who would be more accustomed to the standards and
credentials of the prospective appointees. A motion by Dean McRae that the
Curricula Committee be relieved of the interviewing responsibility was tabled
when Professor Alexander expressed his opinion that the Policy Committee should
first review the matter.
Professor Cottrell, chairman of the Faculty Compensation Committee , a subcommittee of the Policy Committee, said that his subcommittee had been asked to
study and make recommendations to the Policy Committee on ways of improving
faculty salaries and benefits so as to bring them into a more favorable competitive situation among comparable institutions. Professor Cottrell cited
the poor national position of the University relative to both salaries and
fringe benefits. He noted the special advantage of having increased fringe
benefits, in that they are non-taxable, and he said that he particularly had
in mind the possibility of increasing that portion of the premiums paid by the
University.
The following resolution, introduced by Professor Cottrell, was then approved
by the Faculty: "Whereas, fee parking privileges would be an erosion of the
total compensation for the faculty at the University of New Mexico ; and whereas,
the compensation at the University of New tiexico is already below average for
comparable institutions in the Mountain West region, be it resolved that the
Faculty go on record as opposing parking fees for faculty unless such proposals
are developed with broad-based faculty participation and voted upon in the
affirmative by the Faculty."
Dean Springer, on behalf of the Graduate Connnittee, presented a series of proposals concerning graduate enrollment policy. These proposals were outlined in
a memorandum, dated May 17, 1971, and distributed at the meeting,
President Heady, commenting on the proposals, noted that the Regents, at
their meeting on May 15, had taken action limiting the total 1971-72 enrollment
increase to nine percent, one of the guidelines being an assumption that the
l971-72 graduate enrollment would be held very close to the 1970-71 figure.
After considerable discussion, a motion by Professor Schmidt to hold the
l971-72 graduate enrollment to a total of nine percent over the 1970-71 level
failed to carry, and successive motions by Professor Regener to refer the
matter back to the Graduate Committee and to have the matter considered by the
Faculty at a special meeting on May 25 were approved.
The meeting adjourned at 5:10 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW .MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
May 18, 1971

The May 18, 1971, meeting of the Univ 7~sity Faculty
was called to order by President Heady at 3:,o p.m., with
a quorum present.
PRESIDENT HEADY
The meeting will please come to
~rde~. Jo~n Durrie is unavoidably iway because of a death
1.n his family, and we've a s k e d ~ to act as
his substitute as secretary.
Before we come to the items on the agenda that was
di s t ri'b uted to you, there are a couple of brief announcements that have been requested, and I'd like to introduce
or recognize, first, Professor Ed ~ t o make an announcement about the report of the Gover
Committee.

Report of
committee on
University
Governance

n~~q PROFESSOR HOYT
I would just like to say the Goveri!l(:n:~ Committee gave its report to the Regents last
Saturday. We sent copies of the report to those faculty
members who had taken part in our work at some stage or
participated in the conference, told them that we would
submit it, or expressed some particular interest in the
report.

To save printing expense, we didn't send it to everybody, but I'd like to say that the report is available to
any faculty member who would like a copy. Now, he can
get it from the Secretary's office in John Durrie's office.
We want it to be available to any faculty member
who is interested and wants a copy. We sent at least one
copy to every department.
In the letter of transmittal which went with the
report to the Regents, we made this statement: 11 If the
Regents approve of these recommendations, some f u r t h ~ ~ ~ . . S , action by the University Faculty and the respectiveAgove~nment5and the administration will, in most cases, be required
to put them into effect. We hope, therefore, that those
various constituencies will care fully consider the report.
We are transmitting it to them as well as to the Board of
Regents."
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So I simply want to urge you to read and consider
them, the report, and some action on some parts of it by
the Faculty will probably be necessary if the Regents endorse the recommendations, endorse them to put them into
effect next fall.
HEADY

Thank you, Professor Hoyt.

The other announcement is by Professor Scaletti
from the Research Policy Committee.
PROFESSOR SCALETTI .
I wanted to announce to the
general faculty that we have, with concurrence of the subcommittee of ISRAD, made two additional appointments to
that subcommittee:
Professor Triandafilidis and Professor Ikl6. We brought this to the Faculty for your
concurrence.
HEADY
SCALETTI

ISRAD Subcommittee of
Research Polic
Committee

Who was the second one?
Triandafilidis and Erofessor Ikll.

HEADY
Well, we'll now proceed with the items on
the agenda that was distributed. First is"Proposal that
the B.u.s. degree not be allowed as a second baccalaureate degree.'' Mr. MacGregor for the Committee on Entrance
and Credits.

BoU.So Deg re e
not Pe rmitted
as Second
Baccalaureate
Degree

Ml<.. .

MAC GREGOR
To the present time, the
University in its regulations for the granting of two
undergraduate degrees relates specifically to structured
degrees. These require, for the second degree, that the
student earn a minimum of thirty semester hours above the
requirements of the first degree and fulfill all requirements for both degrees including senior resident requirements.
A problem now arises concerning the awarding of a
Bachelor, of university study degree,. r<lti ct.:~ 'ta8 second
baccalaureate degree.
Some students have expressed a desire to use excess
hours acquired in the pursuit of a structure&degree to
qualify for the B.U.S. degree.
In a recent discussion of this problem, it was the
consensus of the Committee on Entrance and Credits that
the grant of B.U.S. degree for the thirty hours of excess
credit not be required for a first structured degree.

1
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It is contrary to the intent of the Uni versity Studie s
Committee .

?

To place this before the University Faculty for d i scussion , I mov e, on behalf of the Committee on Entrance
and Credits, that the r e gul ations go v erning t h e granting of
t wo undergraduate degrees be amended to provi de that the
B.U.S. degree not be allowed as a second baccalaureate d egree.
HEADY

I s there a second to t h e motion ?

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Seconded .

Is there any discussion?

Professor Dav i s .

wl'I3.P!~SS0R 9AVIS
I~~~~~-_th is would not stop a
student~a B. U. S . degree
~~a second
;...,
uaa i at!!Ss@ae baccalaureate degree.
MAC GREGOR
The Committee sugg ested t h at there
woul d be no objection to a person wh o had a B. U.S . and t hen
taking a structured degree .
HEADY
Is there any other discussion? You al l
understand the motion? Are you ready to vote? Those in
favor please say "aye 11 ; opposed II no 11 •

,,

The next item also is to be presented by Mr. Mac Gr egor ,
p roposal that no further changes be made at t h is time in
Recommendatioi
the basic letter grading system of the University . N In con - from Ent7ance
nection with this item you all have the report for the
a nd ~ redits
.
.
'
.
c ornmi tte e re
meet~ng along with the agenda , a written report f rom t h e
No Changes in
Committee on Entrance and Credits .
Basic Letter
Gra ding Sy s ter
; Graduate
MAC GREGOR
Assuming that you have all had an o p Committee
portunity to read this report from the Committee, I would
Re c ommend a tior
like to move at this time, on behalf of the Committee,
r e Grading
that no further changes be made at this time in the basic
Sy s tem for
letter grading system of the University .
Gra duate
Students
Is there a second t o that motion?
HEADY
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
Do you wish to make any furth er statement ,
Mr . MacGregor, in opening discuss i o n on this?
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MAC GREGOR
Not to any great extent. I'd be glad
to try to answe r any questions and there are members of
the Committee who will do that, also .
HBADY

Professor Bahm.

I thought we 'd already eliminated
PROFESSOR BAHM
the "F" and the conclusions of the Committee's recommendations say that it is not going to be eliminated .
Is that
correct?
MAC GREGOR
HEADY

The "F" has never been eliminated.

Mr . Springer.

PROFESSOR SPRINGER
I hope that what I h ave to pro pose is compatible with what Dean MacGregor is proposing,
and if it is appropriate and in order now, I woul d speak
to what was handed out, which does affect, to some degree,
the grading system of the Graduate School . But I'd be
just as happy to wait - HEADY
Is this some thing that was handed out as
people came in today?
SPRINGER
Yes . And in the agenda, it says, item
three, you see, in parentheses .
HEADY
Well, qo you think, Dean Springer, that
there's a possibili t/f~onflict~ between those two, or
would it be appropriate to take these up in the order in
which they appear on t he agenda?
SPRINGER
Well, it could be interpreted as a conflicting thing depending upon how stringently one interprets that "No further changes be made at this time in
the basic letter grading system of the University . "
HEADY
Well I think it might. be worthwhile then
for you to do whate~er you think needs to be done in the
~ay.of explanation of this item which is coming up ~ext,
if it will affect how people might react to the motion
that's before us.
SPRINGER
Thank you.
I would then ask the faculty
to Please examine the sheet dated May the 17th from me
to the University Faculty to see that what we propo se is
no basic change in the grading.

p.
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We propose to maintain the letters.
We propose to
maintain points which each letter carries with it, and then
we propose a new set of meanings that should attach to each
letter grade that we have written down here; namely, "A"
should reflect "excellent" at the graduate level .
"B 11 should reflect "average" at the graduate level.
And the "C" should reflect "low quality at the graduate level but passing".
And "NC", not acc~ptable for credit.
L would say in support of this plan that our proposal, meaning the Graduate Committee's proposal on behalf
of which I'm speaking, is really not a new system but
merely an adaptation of our present grading system so as
to better fit the realities of graduate stud~ntl grading.

I would secondly suggest that the proposed system
is numerically compatible with the present system and with
the graduate G.P.A. 1 s pas~.
Thirdly, the system, in being simple and in avoiding a new set of decisions like high pass, pass, et cetera,
maintains a low profile .
Hopefully, the emphasis can remain upon learning,
growth, and quality performance, not upon grades as such.
Further, it could be used for all students enrolled
for graduate credit and would pose no problems in courses
in which both graduates and undergraduates are enrolled.
It
"F" might
ble for a
level and
result in
of "B" as
very wide

avoids whatever punitive connotation the symbol
have, while still recognizing that it is possigraduate student to perform at a substandard
records that fact when it occurs . It should
more meaningful discrimination because the grade
presently used at the graduate level covers a
range of performance quality.

The grade of "C" would now be defined as low quality
of the graduate level, but passing; whereas it is currently
defined as below the quality required for graduate work.
And finally , the proposed system would not burn any
bridges.
It's a modest change and would be easily alterable,

5-18-71
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_later, if this should prove desirable.
So on behalf of the Graduate Conunittee, I stmply
wish to make this statement in elaboration of what Dean
MacGregor has proposed so that we don't get into a conflict at one point in "no further changes be made" and
then, now, when I get up and say, "Yes, other changes."
HEADY
I think it might be helpful at this point
to ask Mr . MacGregor and the members of the Committee of
Entrance and Credits who made this motion whether they
would regard the possible adoption of this proposal as
a change in the basic letter grading system.
If it is then obvious that there will -- that it
will be a little awkward to adopt this, then possibly we
can adopt the other immediately following . If it isn't
a change in the basic letter grading system, then I guess
there's no conflict between the two propositions.
MAC GREGOR
It ' s a change, of course . I don't
think it's an unmanageable change. Of course, up until
the present time, I think we can assume that the grading
system was -- or changes in the grading system were
mostly studied and presented to the Faculty by the
Committee on which there were credits, but that doesn't
mean this kind of a change and, usually, the grading
system has been for the overall University grading system.
However , if there is a need for a specialized grading
system at the graduate level , I think we could learn to
live with this one, and I think as Dean Springer has
pointed out, it is not sufficiently a basic change from
the present system; but if they found problems in connection with this, it wouldn't be any great problem later
to switch back to the normal foregoing system .
HEADY
All right . The motion before us now is the
motion of that from the Committee on Entrance and Credits
that no further changes be made at this time in the basic
letter grading system of the University .
Professor Davis.
PROFESSOR DAVIS
I really don't see the purpose
of this motion since it is a motion which , in essence,
asks us not to do anything right now, and it creates a
roadblock for the graduate policy. I suggest if we are
not going to do anything, we don't do anything, and then
ask the graduate if he thinks it is appropriate .

"'
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Yes, Mr. MacGregor.

MAC GREGOR
The reason for this having been brought
at this time is because this Committee promised the Faculty
it would come back before the spring semester was over,
with a report.

1::J.

HEADY
It
be sufficient just to have the facts
of the report, that the Committee give such report and
without any suggested change in the basic letter system
and leave it at that unless the Faculty wants to make a
change. But since we have the motion before us, I think
we need to dispose of it in some way .
There are some members of the Committee
like for them to give their opinion o n ~ .
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

Well, I think if we act on the
PROFESSOR COTTRELL
motion of the Committee on Entrance and Credits and act
upon the one of the Graduate School, whiErlt we are being
somewhat inconsistent .. ~ Bne says; "We're not going to
make a change," and the other says, "We are,,." I like the
recommendations of the Graduate Committee, ~t,,._Dean
Springer said this would not be in conflict,~here would
be no problems of this in classes,
both undergraduate
and
graduate students.
I beg to disagree on that.
I really think i t is
highly punitive and unfair to the undergraduate if he
fails and of course you give him the "F" and the graduate student who might be sitting in the same quarter of
~he class and you give him an "NC" which is not figured
in his grade point average.
I think I would like to support the later motion,
but I think it is inconsistent.
They say, "We are not
going to make a change." I think that would support
Professor Davis's saying, "All we need is a committee
report.
Then when we get to the next item, if we want
to recommend changes, we can."
HEADY

Professor Green.

PROFESSOR GREEN
I want to move that we consider
a substitute motion; that the Faculty accept this as a
report from the Committee on Entrance and Credits.

5-18-71
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FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
As a substitute motion, it is moved that
the Faculty accept the report from the Entrance and Credits
Committee, that no further changes be made at this time.
GREEN

As their report, the Committee indicates .

HEADY
Okay. There's a substitute motion, I believe.
Is there discussion on the substitute motion?
Are you ready to vote?
PROFESSOR REGENER
HEADY

Professor Regener.

I am having problems.

Are these procedural problems or --

REGENER
Several. If the substitute motion means
that we can now make any changes we want at any time, then
that substitute motion emasculates the previous motion
and isn't allowable as a substitute motion because we can
forget about the other motion.
We can make another one which amounts to the previous one, and I think we can make a vote on the previous
one, either vote on it or table it or something.
The previous one, "A", I don't believe it's necessary; and, "B", it has beautiful ambiguities in it at
this time.
If this means
then in five minutes
means six months, it
I don't know what to

this, this five minutes, at this time,
we can do what we want then.
If it
means something else and, therefore,
do.

HEADY
I'm not sure whether anything I can say
Will clarify this or not. I presume that the faculty can
make changes in the letter grading system at any meeting
Whenever it wants to do so, and that the substitute motion
would be simply accepting the report of the.committee o~
Entrance
and credits I which does not deal with the specif•
le recommendation of the Graduate Committee but does not
Propose any change, and we would be accepting that as a
report, and then we would be free to go on and do whatever
~lse we might want to do, if anything, concerning the grading system.

5-18-71
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GREEN

Changes in the grading system.

HEADY

Yes.

JANICE ARM
I just need to clarify: A negative
motion, that's invalid. so, therefore, if you consider
that motion invalid, you can do what you want to.
HEADY
Would you identify yourself and qualify
yourself as a parliamentarian?
I'm an English leeARM
Yes .
I'm Janice Arm.
the
University debatturer in the University, member of
ing team, student congress, and we are now studying
debating at this time.
HEADY
In the absence of Professor Eubank and
Professor Carey, at this time I would certainly accept her
credentials. We don't have another -- Professor Van Graber, I didn't see you.
PROFESSOR VAN GRABER
I don't know that you want
to listen to my qualifications, but a negative motion is
not considered the right thing to do; but it's not invalid.
So the motion that was made by Professor Davis wasn't out.
HEADY
It 's in poor taste, but it's acceptable.
All right. We have a -- I will rule that the substitute
motion is still before us for any further di-scussions you
might have on it.
Is there further discussion?
If not, those in favor of the substitute motion,
Please say "aye"; opposed "no". Motion is carried.
Now, I believe that disposes of both the substitute
and the original motion.

VAN GRABER

We have merely substituted this motion.
We have not accepted it, yet.
HEADY
We have substituted this motion for the
one that Mr. MacGregor made.
Is there any further discussion?
Those in favor of the motion with this substitute,
Please say II aye"; opposed, "no 11 •
The motion is carried.
We'll now proceed to item three on the agenda, which

5-18-71
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is the recommendation of the Graduate Committee which Dean
Springer has already reviewed. But I think we need a motion
at this point concerning acceptance of this recommendation.
SPRINGER
Mr. President, I move that the motion to
adopt the grading system for graduate qtudents as outlined
in the handout dated May 17th be adopted by the Faculty,
and I do so on behalf of the Graduate Committee.
HEADY

Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the Faculty
adopt the grading system for graduate students as recommended in the memorandum of May 17th from the Graduate Schoo l.
Professor Thorson.
Mr. President, I think this is
PROFESSOR THORSON
a good report, and I support it. Dean Springer, actually,
you think that many graduate students would construe the
"C" a passing grade because of the sudden change, could
I ask?
SPRINGER
I think it will depend on how the Faculty
uses the "C".
I think the subcommittee that reported this
out to the Graduate Committee found that the "C" is now
hardly being used, and if it were to be used in the future
as we propose, I think the graduate students would come to
recognize that it means what we intend it to mean; namely,
low quality at the gr a duate level but passing .
I think it will depend on how we use it and how we
define it.
It will take some time,
I don't deny this,
Professor Thorson but if we never make a beginning on it,
we're going to re~ai n with what we've got now, which means
~hat the "B'' signifies most anything it signifies, which
is not constructive from the students' point of view, nor
the professors' .
So we will have to make a beginning, and I will
suggest it will take some time to carry through with this
amendment.
HEADY

Professor Zepper .

PROFESSOR ZEPPER

I'd like to ask Dean Springer what

5-18-71
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they actually mean by "average at the graduate level" and
"low quality." You mean average, here, when we take a medium
grade or medium performance, for that particular class to
find that as an average and then take statistical procedures
to make certain that some of the students will be getting
"C", or how do you go about defining these particular terms
"average" and "low quality"?
SPRINGER
Well, I imagine you would have to do it
over time and with some reference to your own curve that
you use; if you use a curve in your own grading.
You would
arrive at this over time and be able to determine what
average is for the class that you teach.
I don't know of any other way in which you can
arrive at this.
I recognize that any letter grade, if it
is to have a meaning, has to be somehow described, and I
recognize this and so does the Graduate Committee; that
this is not a perfectly foolproof system, but we still
think it's an improvement over what our actual customs and
habits right now are.
HEADY

Professor Bahm.

BAHM
Can you tell me how many graduate schools have
already adopted this system?
SPRINGER
Exactly like this? I cannot answer. But
it is in effect, what you might call, roughly, a four-point
system which we believe is attuned to our general system
and because we didn't want to do anything terribly radical
that might not be digestible by the whole system or by
data processing, we propose this.
HEADY

Professor Baughman.

PROFESSOR BAUGHMAN
apparently, a semantic one,
from "A" to excellent, down
this is going to take a lot

The problem I see here is,
I think; the fact that we jump
to "B" average, and I think
of the adjustments.

Also, I see this as a real problem: How are we going
to explain to graduate students who are clearly "B" students,
~ut they're now graduate students, and I would submit this
18 a real problem.
A graduate student who has done "B" work is going
to insist that it's not average work, and I'm not sure I know
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the answer.

I would like Mr. Springer's --

SPRINGER
You speak of a very real problem, because
what we are faced with is some change in behavior of the
Faculty, and this is always difficult.
I think it clearly depends on ourselves, on how we
restructure ourselves.
I suggest it's not an impossibility.
I suggest it's not a major radical change as if we were
going from a five-point s ys tem to a two-point system
regardless of what letter symbols you use, you see.
And I think we can readjust, just as the dollar is
going to readjust with respect to the Deutsch Mark, but we
have to put in the effort .
BAUGHMAN
Mr. Chairman, I think the Faculty can
adjust very well.
I'm not sure the students will, and I
can see a lot of ill will as a result of this .
HEADY

Professor Davis.

DAVIS
I'm concerned about one aspect of this that
I think is important, and that is that the Faculty does
adjust and gives an average grade of "B", that these
transcripts, these graduate transcripts, when they go to
other schools, if people read these transcripts when they
are looking at a d~ier and so forth, as I do, and I
generally don't look at the little note which indicates what
the grading scale is at that particular school, but I
assume it's a standard graduating scale, and standard
graduating scale is clearly more commonly an average grade
of "A" and an average grade of "B", or at least most of the
transcripts that I read, most of the d5fiers that I look
at, have far more "A's" than "B's" at the graduate level,
and I think this might hurt New Mexico graduates in the job
market if our transcripts came out with a majority of "B•s",
so that our students look less capable than students from
other universities.
HEADY

Mr. Christman.

. PROFESSOR CHRISTMAN
Yes.
I have a question .
I
think I would direct this to Dean Springer because I'm
having a little trouble with this concept: If you have
mixed graduate students and others in the same class, this
kind of new grading system won't cause any problem, and it
may be a matter of definition.
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can only clobber them with "C's", which isn't quite as big
a thrust, and that right now, we use a five-point grading
scale at the undergraduate level and, in effect, a threepoint grading scale at the graduate level .
HEADY

Professor Schmidt.

PROFESSOR SCHMIDT
I'd like to come back to the
point that Professor Davis made, which is an important
point. It would take a different slant on it, I think,
in reading the credentials from candidates for positions;
one does have to take account of the grading systems, I
think.
For example, it just popped into my head that in
the case of Yale, you have a three-point system of honors,
"High Pass" and "Pass." It seems to correlate, to me,
quite well with the system that Dean Springer is proposing
here, and it doesn't seem, to me, very difficult to glance
at what these names over letters or numbers mean on a
transcript when you are evaluating a set of credentials
or someone that you are really seriously interested in
hiring for college departments, and I should like to
condition this point by saying that I think this is a very
good proposal .
I think h aving the discrimination between the "C"
and "D" is something I've long felt, personally, a need for f.4<.
grading quality students, and I would see this very helpful .
HEADY

Professor Davis.

.

ciiMti:fr
agree with Mr . -SOI i U1 on the grounds that

DAVIS
I
I think this is a better form of discrimination.
I would
prefer having some different grading symbols like HP and LM,
or something of this sort, so people would not assume it's
the typical "A", "B", "C" graduate grading system and would
look to see what the grades meant on our transcripts.
HEADY

Professor Regener.

REGENER
I've been waiting for someone else to bring
it up, but since no one does, I will.
I would like to ask
Dean Springer what he meant by saying that the punitive feature
of the "F" has been removed.
We now have an entirely new feature to this proposal;
namely, the NC, which, to my way of thinking, has no purpose

other than being highly punitive, more so than an "F" because
now, if a student catches two NC's in his career, he may
be here for six years or so to do a Ph . D, if, for some reason,
he is suspended from the University, I see no need for the NC.
I think it has only the one characteristic; namely,
to be highly punitive and no other characteristic enters
the picture.
It doesn't do anything but throw the student
out of school, if he comes to school; and I will move an
amendment to the effect that NC be removed from the proposal
and that the last paragraph be eliminated .
HEADY

Is there a second to that amendment?

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded, as an amendment,
that the NC option be eliminated as well as the last
paragraph in the proposal .
Is there debate on the amendment?
GREEN
A clarification. Would that mean then that
if a student did not do sufficient work to get an "A", "B", ,
or "C", we would be permitted simply to submit no grade?
HEADY

Do you care to clarify your amendment?

REGENER
I don't think it should have been directed
to me. Perhaps it should be directed to Mr . MacGregor.
FACULTY MEMBER

Don't drop out, Vic .

Answer him .

REGENER
Well, I have in the past submitted nothing
on a report .
I've had several phone calls here that to all
parties I ' ve said , "I still have not submitted the grade,"
and it seems to have gone through and nothing appeared on
the record of the student . I do believe that Mr. MacGregor
might perhaps be more highly placed in authority to give
the answer to the question .
MAC GREGOR
This isn't our proposal. This is a
~roposal by the Graduate committee, Mr. Regener . I think
it can be made to work the way it is, but I do feel that
some symbol should be there if it has to be assigned .
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Pro fe ssor Nason.

HEADY

PROFESSOR NASON
I'm just a little concerned about
Professor Regener's interpretation.
It seems to me that the
NC symbol does exist and doesn't now necessarily imply a
punitive action, means that no credit was given for it . Is
this true, Mr . MacGregor?
MAC GREGOR

Essentially.

NASON
Then I don't think it follows that this credit
will be a failing quality at the graduate level .
HEADY

Dean Springer.

SPRINGER

I would speak against the substitute

motion.
HEADY
amendment.

It's not a substitute motion .

It's an

SPRINGER
Oh. I would speak against the amendment
because I believe that you should have the opportunity
at the graduate level to put a student on probation on
the record, rather than with an informal system, which I think
that Professor Regener's amendment implies, because the
students may, in fact, interpret this is what we are
proposing to do in this amendment.
And I just happen to continue to believe in two
things: That at the graduate and the professional level,
the record has to show when something has been attempted and
perhaps not completed, and there's no credit, and I also
believe that the subcommittee of the Graduate Committee,
as well as the Graduate Committee itself, spent a great
deal of time thinking about this, and that the Faculty,
as a whole, ought to take into account whatever the number
of our colleagues are who have spent a great number of
hours on this so that it will work.
HEADY

Professor Thorson.

THORSON
Mr. Chairman, I think the one thing that
bothers me about that last paragraph is that the Faculty
is actually to decide at what point to put students on
Probation and when to suspend them.
I'm not sure if that's
the whole Faculty's duty, to decide this.
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and perhaps go with that in order.
Is there further
discussion on the amendment? Do you want to speak on
the amendment?
CHRISTMAN
Yes, please. I'd like to speak
against the amendment, not that I'm against it in
substance, but from the point of view that the Committee
has worked on this and has considered all the alternatives
available or, at least, a great many of them; that if we
make piecemeal changes in the total program here, then
we're going to come up with something possibly that is
less than workable or less than complete.
So I would be
against the amendment for that reason.
HEADY

Professor Regener.

REGENER
I made the amendment because my
philosophy about somebody attempting something and then
not succeeding and then having to be punished is -- well,
my philosophy is opposed to that kind of idea.
I think that a student at the University should
be free to try anything he wants to try, and what if he
doesn't succeed? Let's just not say anything about it.
Why put down an NC which, in some other cases on the
campus, means something totally different.
It doesn't have
any teeth in it.
Here, suddenly, it has a set of sharp teeth, and
with two NC's, a student leaves the University. This is
a totally different type of punishment than another NC on
it: "NC, NC option," for example, where it's just an NC.
I think that if this is something that's so serious
as to remove a student from the campus after two occasions
of NC, then it should have a different letter or something
that the computer isn't going to choke on this, and it
leads to the removal of the student from the campus, which
is something that is a different order of magnitude of
punishment I much more than the NC of the "NC, NC option,"
•
and there's another NC where the option is made. That is
another matter.
If everything goes under NC, it should be more or
less the same, or if this is something different, it should
have a different letter.
But I'm, in principle, opposed to punishing the
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student for attempting to succeed in something he didn't
succeed in later.
He attempted to and failed.
He might
not like the instructor. He might not like the material.
He might not have been advised when he started of the
imposed technicalities of NC. The letters should be
totally different.
HEADY

Professor Cooper.

PROFESSOR COOPER
I don't see the dire
consequences presented. The student will get into some
difficulties about this time of term because they have
underestimated their obligations to courses and have
underestimated the obligations to the professional jobs,
as a teacher or some other type of activity.
But since this Faculty recently liberalized the
withdrawal option, the student is alert to discover very
quickly when he comes to the professor, he comes up with,
"John, of course, no damage done." But I'm against the
amendment.
HEADY

Professor Rhodes.

PROFESSOR RHODES
Well, I'd like to ask George -I like the NC rule -- but what damage does it do to your
proposal if those sections related to the punitive aspect
of NC be withdrawn? Without them, will they carry the
same consequences? Don't they -- I mean, if the student
accumulated, in the course of his semester grade, three
NC's, it would hardly take the
HEADY

Would you speak a little louder?

RHODES
Well, I'm just asking George if the NC,
which I like, I like the idea of doing, I like this don~
as a whole grading system as far as that goes or something
like that to do away with the "D" and "F", what I really
don't understand and I wish you'd explain this to me,
George, why is it imperative to have those punitive aspects
built into this proposal since, it seems to me, that the
proposal itself would have the same consequences when
administered, only it would not carry with it the kind of
permanence, you know, that Professor Regener was concerned
about, which I am also concerned about.
SPRINGER
I don't know whether I'm really in a
Position to speak for the whole Graduate Committee on this,
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but -- let's see -- is Loren Potter here? No. Well, he
was the Chairman of the Subcommittee, and I would have
hoped he would have spoken to this, so, therefore, what
I'm about to say to you, Harold, in . answer to your
question -- and this reflects just my own personal view
but I feel that there should be, at the graduate level,
an organized and systematic way in which you can record
the fact that someone has not succeeded in things he has
attempted to do, having explored all the opportunities of
dropping a course , as Professor Cooper just indicated, that
is, I would have to make the assumption at the graduate
level that the students know their options which would
avoid their getting the no credit, or the no credit in
sufficient numbers so that they would then find themselves
in serious trouble.
But in the absence of this, what grounds are we
going to employ to, shall we say, discontinue a student
who has proved to us, one way or another, that he is not
capable of obtaining a degree at the graduate level?
HEADY

Professor Davis .

DAVIS
I don't know if -- we have so many graduate
students in each department . The department doesn't know
when a student has reached a point of proving himself
incapable.
But I know that I'm constantly writing letters for
undergraduates who have gotten "F" for any number of
reasons, usually personal reasons excusing them from the
"F" and exchanging it to "withdrawal" so they can change
from the University .
I think we can end up with the same situation where
a graduate student had a divorce or something like that,
they may be writing letters excusing them from NC so
they can continue the degree.
I think we can strike that aspect, assuming that
the department can tell the student when he is not
capable of getting a degree, and cutting him off there
and not making this limitation .
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

PROFESSOR COTTRELL
Mr. Chairman, I would like to
Propose an amendment to the amendment in which it would read:
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point system.
HEADY Do you want to leave t h e ~ part that says
the NC grade will remain on the transcript?
COTTRELL Okay.
I would accept that part, if the
seconder does, that the NC appear on the transcript.
Stop it there, and it doesn't appear on the grade point
average.
HEADY
Regener.
REGENER

Is there a second to that?

All right.

Professor

(Seconded)

bO

HEADY
All right. ~e have further debate on the
amendment to the amendment. Mr. Springer.
SPRINGER
Mr. Chairman, I hate to speak too much,
but I would suggest that in the absence of a system that
is recognized by all, that gives a department, unnecessary
as it may be, the opportunity to point to an academic
record, an official record and say ' to a student, "Look,
you' re not doing very well," which is what I think would
happen if the NC gets knocked out, as is now proposed.
FACULTY MEMBER

No.

HEADY
Dean Springer, as I understand, the NC grade
would still be used.
It would still appear on the
transcript. What would be eliminated would be the type
of action on what the consequences would be with regard to
probation or suspension upon receipt of
SPRINGER
Well, I'll rephrase.
In the probationary
aspect of the NC and the dismissal after the third NC
grade, I suggest that we may have considerable trouble
convincing graduate students that they ought to discontinue,
because they can point to their record and say, "Hey, I'm
all right," and they may consider more frequently than they
have in the past the feasibility of going to court. And
we skirt these dangerous situations quite often where the
record, for one reason or another, shows that the student
really is quite adequate, but the department feels that the
student is not quite adequate, and this is the result of
how the present grading system is.
I hope that we can change some of that by the grading
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recommendations that we are proposing. But I would suggest
that there are ample opportunities to the graduate student
to avoid getting a no credit, no matter what his personal
problems are. We have to give them some responsibility
about this, and I would speak therefore against the
amendment to the amendment.
HEADY

Professor Ellis.

ELLIS
I support the amendment to the amendment.
I don't think that this arrangement would do what Dean
Springer suggests because the justification for it, in
part, is that a wise student who knows the University's
rules can always withdraw at a very late date. That
being the case, it seems to me that exactly what Mr.
Springer fears might result if we don't enact his proposal.
It's still going to be possible after his proposal.
All we would really be doing with Mr. Springer's
proposal is discriminating between those students already
sophisticated about the University rules, and those
students who are not so sophisticated.
It would still be
possible for a student who isn't doing it to create for
himself a record, perhaps the day before exams, or
whenever the last date for withdrawal is, which he could
then point to his professor and say, "Look, my record is
clean and I should be allowed to continue."
I don't like the aspect of discriminating between
the technical view of the sophisticated student and the
guy who is trying on the substance of his courses and not
quite playing the game as skillfully as his fellow.
So I do think the amendment to the amendment is a
good move, a good substitute motion to take.
HEADY
Before we proceed with this debate, I
reminded myself that we still do have operating, rule number
two, whatever it is, which says forty-five minutes on a
particular agenda item, and I think we have spent
approximately that time. So I will say, unless we're
through with this in five minutes, we will either have a
vote, or I will ask for a motion to suspend that rule.
Is there any further debate on the amendment to the
amendment?
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I

PROFESSOR WILDtN

Question .
,

HEADY

Professor

. ~
W1ld,Jn.

I

WILDtN
I would like to ask the individuals who
are proposing this how they are to legally define when
they suspend the students.

No one wants to respond to that, I guess.

HEADY

Is there any further debate? Are you ready to
vote on the amendment to the amendment? Do you all
understand that motion?
Professor Murphy .
What I don't understand is the
PROFESSOR MURPHY
philosophy that suggests that we are supposed to spoonfeed students indefinitely.
Graduate work, presumably,
implies maturity of judgment and capability, and if
capability is evident as not being there, then let's get
rid of them. We have too many, already.
HEADY
There's no further debate. I will call
for a vote on the amendment to the amendment, which has
the effect of eliminating only the last half of the last
sentence on the page .
Those in favor of that amendment, please say aye.
Opposed no. The amendment is carried.
Anyone want a standing vote? The amendment is
carried .
So now , we have -- we revert to Professor
Regener's amendment with this change. Is there further
debate on the amendment?
BAUGHMAN
HEADY

Mr . Chairman

Mr . Baughman .

BAUGHMAN
The question was never answered about
Whether a department or the graduate school, with this
newly-passed amendment, has any legal way of suspending a
graduate student .
I think that ought to be answered .
HEADY

Do you want to comment on that, Dean Spring er?

SPRINGER
Well, I believe I have, Mr . President.
Since time is short, I leave it to some others to speak to
that point.
PROFESSOR KING
HEADY

Mr . Chairman.

Professor King .

KING
I would like to ask exactly what is done now,
how does the department legally suspend a student now when,
practically, no "F's" are given to indicate that .
HEADY
KING

Would you identify yourself?
David King .

HEADY
Professor King . Do you want to comment on
that point, anyone from the graduate school?
SPRINGER
Well, the grade point average sinks below
a certain level for a certain amount of time, and this is
all spelled out in the graduate bulletin . We can legally
drop a student.
Hopefully , this is done in the
department, but sometimes it is not, and then the graduate
school takes action .
But at the end of each semester, we send out
letters of warning, based upon grade point average for
deficits in that . Then when we send out too many warnings,
then we suspend the student, usually, with full knowledge
of the department .
HEADY

Any further debate on the amendment?

Dean

Huber .
HUBER
Mr . President, I
Point justonestep further . As
as amended, if this body passes
~resent regulations with regard
in the graduate school.
FACULTY MEMBER

would like to pursue this
I understand the motion,
it, the body wipes out the
to probation, suspension

No.

HUBER
No? How are you going to do it if you
aren't going to wipe it out? It doesn't say anything about
having to maintain , and what will happen if you don't?
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granting program, but I'm concerned that if we set this
limit, it does suggest to the student that until he
reaches that limit, he can't be dropped from the program .
And I, on many occasions, I am sure, would want
to recommend dropping a student before he gets three
"no credits" rather than after, or when he gets that, so
I think this gives a lot more latitude not to have a
rigid rule in the directives here.
HEADY At this point, the amendment that is before
us is Professor Regener's amendment with the change
made and if you adopt it, you eliminate the "NC" option,
and it would eliminate what remains in the last paragraph .
REGENER
No, sir.
Point of order . The NC option
would remain, because the amendment, which was made to my
amendment, retains the NC option and retains the first
sentence of the last paragraph, plus the first eight words
of the second paragraph -- or in the last paragraph, after
which follows the period; in other words, all the amendment
does is remove the second two-thirds.
HEADY
I see. The rest of the amendment, we've
a lready disposed of it, I beg your pardon .
All right.
If we adopt the amendment now, all we
will be eliminating is that language from the last
sentence.
REGENER

Starting with "and."

HEADY
Starting with "and." Those in favor of the
amendment, please say aye. Opposed, no . The motion is
carried.
Now, is there further debate on the motion as amended?
Professor Wilden.
WILDjN
I move we refer this back to the committee,
the Graduate Committee for study of the implications of our
previous actions.
/

FACULTY MEMBER

Second the motion.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that this be
referred back to the Graduate Committee for further study
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what was. ' your language?
WILDEN

Of the i mp lications of our previous actions.

HEADY
Of the implications of our previous actions.
Is this debatable?
VAN GRABER

No.

HEADY
It's not debatable . Those in favor of the
motion to refer, please say "aye"; opposed, "no" .
The chair is in some doubt, not too much, but I
think we ought to have a standing vote. Those in favor
of the motion to refer, please stand. Those opposed . The
motion to refer is carried .
That disposes of, temporarily , item three on the
agenda
II

u The next is progress report on R. O. T . C. appointments by Professor Alexander for the Curricula Committee.
PROFESSOR ALEXANDER
Nothing debatable, I hope, in
this report. As a going concern of the Curricula Committee,
we have the matter of R. O. T . C. curricula, and also, appointm~nts . There i s some que stion in my mind, and in the
minds of some of the Curri cula Committee, about the appropriateness of this latter concern, but let me review,
brieflyA-and I'll try to make it brief, anywa~-where we
now stand on this matter.
In September of 1969 , this faculty approved a report from an ad hoc committee for the review of R . O. T . C.,
and we included the following recommendations.
.
Since the present operation of the R. O. T.C . units
is not directly overseen by an academic dean, y et, the
courses carry academic credit , the Committee recommends
that the academic vice-president require selection and
appointment procedures for the professor of naval science and the professor of aerospace studies, similar to
those followed in the appointment o f academic deans .
Normally, this procedure will include a search for
~ qu~ lified person or persons and will include personnel
interviews on campus . Lower level appointments in the
R,O , T . c . units should be made using procedures parallel

Curric u la
Committee
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Appointments
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to those used in other col l eges for similar level appoint ments.
Normally, this will not include - - I'm sorry -normally, this will include selections from among several
candidates for the appointment and include interviews on
the c ampus.
In March , 1970 , the Faculty approved recommendations
from the Curricula Committee which had been assigned a
supervisory role in this matter . These recommendations
included, one, R. O.T . C. courses which receive academic
credits and should be taugh t by civilian instructors holding academic appointments and could be assigned to another
University unit, and academic titles for all R. O. T . C. instructors should be eliminated except for those, holding
regular appointments in another University unit -- that is ,
that was interpreted to mean those underneath the chairmen of the R . O. T . C. departments -- with a proper view so
that the speed with which we can move towards the use of
an all civilian faculty wou ld depend upon renegotiating
contracts with the federal government, and in discharging
its duties, to push forward these recommendations , the
Curricula Committee, this year, has discussed the matter
with the chairmen of both R. O. T.C . departments and with
the academic vice - president .
Correspondence was made available to the Committee
between the University administration and the Bureau of
Naval Personnel , starting in June, 1969, and President
Heady wrote Admiral Sheldon Kinney advising him of the
probable faculty recommendation and asking for clarification of reviewing procedures for Naval R. O. T . C . appointees.
In reply, Admiral Kinney detailed the screening process
and the qualifications looked for in such appointees and
concluded his remarks with the statement that, quote,
because of this thorough review prior to nomination, most
universities have found it unnecessary to require an
interview on the campus, end quote .
In general, this attitude still pertai~s both in
the Navy and Air Force . A number of new appointments
have been made and are being made this spring in the
R.O . T . C . department .
Credentials have been reviewed by the Curricula
Interviews, however, are for the
Conunittee in all cases .
most part not possible.
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Commander Brockman has already been processed in
this regard.
It may also be reported with regard to the
curricula matters that one course in the naval science
department has, in the past semester, been taught by a
civilian faculty member.
I would like to compliment
Captain Brown for his pressure upon his superiors to
continue this relationship, but unfortunately, they didn't
comply with his recommendations and the money is being
withdrawn for that situation . However, he has given me,
today , a memo from the Bureau of Naval Personnel in which
the course is - - I'll probably get it wrong here.
CAPTAIN BROWN

Naval weapons .

ALEXANDER
Thank you. Naval weapons, a key course,
it would seem, is now being discontinued by t he Navy in
R.O.T . C . units.
That's perhaps a plus as against the previous minus.
The Curricula Committee is somewhat unhappy with its assignment as the Faculty representative for these interviews. We discussed this matter with the academic vicepresident and decided that it might be more advantageous
to have a special committee made up of personnel who, as
in the case of other interviews, would be more accustomed
to the standards and credentials, I guess I need to say,
of these individuals . But up to now, we have not succeeded
in gett¥ng such a committee established.
I discussed this over the phone with Professor Koenig,
who is chairman of the Committee on Committees, and subcommittee of the Policy committee, and he suggested that
perhaps this could be done, but certainly not today and
since there are some of these matters that are very pressing, in the next week or so with the approval of this
Faculty .
I suppose there's only one thing to do, unless
you wish to take other action, and that is to leave it in
the hands of the curricula committee to pursue these interviews with prospective appointees until some better arrangement can be made .

So at this time, I have no motions or recommendations
This is simply a progress report, unless someto make .
body here wishes to make a further motion.
CAPTAIN BROWN
I might ask one point of clarification, that in 1969 when the committee -- or rather when
the Faculty expressed their desire to have interviews on
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motion be tabled. Those in favor of the motion be tabled,
say "aye": opposed, "no". The motion is carried. The motion is carried and the motion is tabled.
Are there any other comments on the report from
Professor Alexander? If not, next we will have the
progress report from the Faculty Compensation Committee,
Professor Christman.
And I want to introduce Professor Chris·tman as '-tae
new chairman of the Faculty Policy Committee for the remainder of this year, replacing Professor Prouse who resigned. Professor Christman.
PROFESSOR CHRIST~N Most of you will recall that
you passed an amendment~ the Faculty Constitution, which
set up a budget review subcommittee of the Faculty Policy
CornmitteE>:, and that Committee has been in operation a
little more than two years.
Part of its time is feeling its way now, and it's
another one of those committees that has the job before
.
.
v»'l-]. t ~"perfectly delineated. Maybe i t wi 11 never be
perfectly delineated, but as the result of those couple
of years of operation, we have come to decide that one of
the most pressing questions of the faculty is salary
compensation. We've about also come to decide that a
committee charged with the overview of the budgetary
processes canlfalways be pushing for salary, so maybe we
need a committee who can push for salary. We came to this
~onclusion in the course of negotiating with the administration.
We didn't have anything to negotiate with. We
just tried to pretend we had something to negotiate with,
so we have a lot of information and we have a lot of mixed
feelings about the effectiveness of our committee, and
again, we're within the Faculty Policy Committee doing
a restudy of all committees for recommendation to the
faculty.
This will be out in the fall.
Professor Alexander just referred to Professor Koenig's committee doing
this work , the subcommittee.
Well, one of the things that seemed most important
was to have some way to funnel the faculty voice into a
concrete series of suggestions. We're faced with the
anomaly of our committee making recommendations to the
administration -- by "our committee", I mean the Budget

Progress Repor
and Resolution
(re Parking)
from Faculty
Compensation
Committee
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Review Subcommittee~ that this year we needed to d o all
we could in the area of salaries because of the cost of
living increase and so forth, and another committee of
the University which I won't name at this time is making
the recommendation that salaries should not be increased
for a certain area of the University. Something else
should be done with the money.
Well, you ca~ see that that doesn't provide a very
pointed argument.
It provides a lot of democracy, but
it doesn't provide a lot of point of stress, so we decided that may be the function, of getting the most dollars we could, and maybe there's some way of getting
compensation other than dollars, in dollars, because we
have talked to the people of the Board of Finance , and
they indicate the high visibility of dollars don't go too
well with the legislature, sometimes.
As a result of this, in order to channel the energies to some of the people who have prepared a lot of the
working papers the Faculty Policy Committee voted to set
up.a committee on compensation . Now at this stat,iµ~ at
t~is date, it's just a subcommittee of the Faculty/\.ctmmittee, but we haven't decided on any terminal life for
it. It · could continue as long as it is effective .
Within that committee , in order to provide coordination, at this time we are having on it the members of
the Budget Review Subcommittee and the chairman of the
Budget Review Committee and the chairman of the Insurance ~
Retirement Committee, along with the other faculty members
who are particularly interested in compensation.
They
have already met and have come up with a resolution that
they think we should act on, before the semester ends,
and return that resolution to the Policy Committee . And
they have approved it unanimously.
So I'd like to turn the meeting over, with your
permission, President : Heady, to Professor Cottrell, who
is chairman of the Faculty Compensati o n Committee .
COTTRELL
Mr. Chairman , members of the faculty,
a word or two about our charge from the Policy Committee .
We were asked to study and make recommendations
to the Policy committee on ways of improving faculty salaries and benefits so as to bring them into a favorable
competitive situation among comparable institutions.
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Now, I don't know how many of you really know the
figures and the statistics of where we stand in this respect.
But if you will look at your report of committees, of the
American Association of University Professors, which would
be published in the summer bulletin, you will find that
the University of New Mexico not only does not fare well
in total compensation for , our region and total compensation, both in cash salary plus the dollar value of fringe
benefits, we do not fare well in this region, the mountain
west, but the mountain west region is the lowest of the
seven regions in the United States, and we are below
average here for this region.
Furthermore, our percentage of our total compensation, which is devoted to fringe benefits, is quite a little lower than many of our sister institutions. Though
the Rocky Mountain, or Rocky Mountain west is not particularly strong in this area, I would cite a couple of examples.
These are in descending order and range, in percentage, of the total compensation which is devoted to fringe
benefits. At the University of Utah, it is nine point
four percent for professors; ten point six for associates;
eleven point four for assistants. Colorado is nine point
three; ten oh eight. For Arizona it's eight point four;
nine point two; nine seven. These are a few of our neighboring institutions.
If we compare with the Big Ten
schools, we'll find that our fringe benefits in Illinois
average eleven point two across the board. At the state
university system of New York, they run between eighteen
and twenty percent across the board. This is the percentage of the total compensation.
At the University of New Mexico for the year of
1970-71, our benefits will be four percent, four point
nine percent, and five point nine percent in descending
order.
After the improvement of our retirement plan in the
five-year investing plan, which will now be effect~ve in
1971 and which now, according to the A.A.U.P. committee,
the report will allow us to count our retirement as part
of our fringe benefits, we will, next year, have eight
percent, eight point nine, and nine point.four perc~nt
for the three ranks in descending order, in descending
ranks. Again, with these figures placed somewhat below
the comparable regions.
We have looked at some of these, and there are a
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the following resolution:
Whereas, fee parking privileges would be an erosion
of the total compensation for the Faculty at the University
of New Mexico; and, whereas, the compensation at the University of New Mexico is already below average for comparable institutions in the Mountain West region, be it resolved
that the Faculty go on record as opposing parking fees
for faculty unless such proposals are developed with broad
based faculty participation and voted upon in the affirmative by the Faculty.
Mr. Chairman , I move that resolution .
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
This resolution has been moved and seconded.
Do you have the language of that?
COTTRELL

I have it.

HEADY
Is there discussion on the resolution?
you want the text of that again?
REGENER
HEADY

Do

Yes .
The resolution is :

Whereas, fee parking privileges would be an erosion
of the total compensation for the Faculty at the University
of New Mexico; and whereas, the compensation at the University of New Mexico is already below average for comparable
institutions in the Mountain West region, be it resolved
that the Faculty go on record as opposing parking fees for
faculty unless such proposals are developed with broad
based faculty participation and voted upon in the affirmative by the Faculty .
Is there any discussion?
PROFESSOR SHERMAN SMITH
HEADY

Mr. President .

Mr. Smith .

SMITH
The Campus Planning Conunittee, it is true,
has been p ndering the long-range, long-term need for paid
parking . The conunittee moved, at its last meeting, not
to push this proposition for the fall, on the grounds that
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it did not feel that it was~ yet ready to make an appropriate showing of need.
It will undertake to do that, I predict, during the
fall.
Those of us, including the faculty members of the
committee who have looked closely at the problem, not as
it exists today, but as it is likely to develop over the
next five to ten years, are pretty well persuaded that
there's no other alternative.
By way of report, I would like to make a comment on
the resolution, although I do not hope to prevail against
it or particularly want to try to, but I do raise the que stion whether, in view of the fact that parking resources
are used by and needed by the faculty and staff and students,
it is appropriate for the faculty to assume tha~ ' it has
total jurisdiction in the matter.
HEADY
sor Cottrell.

Is there any further discussion?

Profes-

COTTRELL
I don't think there's any assumption
that we have total jurisdiction. I would anticipate
that What we are -- the effect of what we are saying here
is that there must be some other way to finance this,
even if it means holding ten or fifteen dollars per faculty member out of the contract or the salary that we are
paid each year, and use this to develop a pool to pay for
the parking.
These are some of the possible innovative
ways to approach this financing.
Why pay me fifteen dollars and have me pay five
dollars on the tax and give you back ten for parking? This
is the kind of thing that we are suffering from at this
school. Other schools have found ways around it, and this
is the reason they have fringe benefits ranging from
eighteen and twenty percent of their total compensation.
They are paying greater percentages of many of the programs.
What we are interested in is the faculty maintaining a competitive atmosphere in this region, really, in
~he total compensation picture. Most of us have to have
insurance programs. we have to have medical programs. We
Want retirement programs, but there's been little attempt
to take advantage of prevailing legislation on the tax
exemptions' sheltering, and the fact that the University
could make greater contributions to some of these and protect our tax bills, this is one of the ways that we generate a little -- a greater total expendable money. Parki n g
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is one of these, and I have urged and I still urge that
there be some thought given to alternatives other than the
traditional "slip a quarter in the slot" , or ten dollars
a year for parking . permits on the cars, and this is what
I mean when I ask for broad based faculty participation.
I'm not going to deny the fact that we probably
need some money which has to come out of salaries, somehow, to provide for the parking .
I'm not saying that we
are the only ones.
I would hope that the staff would
approach the president with a similar statement, and
perhaps the students, because I think there are some questions -- answers of how to approach this question;
HEADY
Any further discussion? Ready to vote?
Those in favor of the resolution, please say "aye";
opposed "no".
The motion is carried.
Is that all from
the Faculty Compensation Committee?
COTTRELL

Yes.

HEADY
The last item on the agenda is labeled as
possible report
but I presume there is a · report . Dean
Springer?
SPRINGER

I'm afraid there is, Mr. President .

HEADY
from the Graduate Committee concerning
graduate enrollment limitation. And I think you did have
distributed the handout at the door, Mr. Springer.
SPRINGER
There was a handout also dated May 17th
that I would draw the faculty's attention to.
By way of background, let me merely mention that
the Graduate Committee has worked on this problem, really,
for two years.
There was a subcommittee studying this
question last year under the chairmanship of Professor
Van Deren Coke, and this year it was the subcommittee under the chairmanship of Professor Simon Kao from the math
department and what we are proposing here is what was
~orked out 1 by that committee, and in full recognition that
it is a highly complex problem, that we recognize the
necessity to approach the limitation of enrollment at the
graduate level, department by department. And I wish ~o
report that we've had discussions with a number of chairmen about ~w this would affect them, and I feel confident that
plan that is contained in this memorandum is

Graduate
Enrollment
Limitation
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workable with some efforts on the part of all of us.
I also should mention that the Regents, at their
Saturday meeting, accepted the president's proposal for
enrollment limitation which confirms the graduate school's
understanding that our overall enrollment is to remain where
it was last fall, approximately thirty-two hundred students
overall at the school, but with this much said, Mr. President, I move the acceptance of this proposal.
FACULTY MEMBER

Second the motion.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the proposals contained in the memorandum from the Graduate
Committee concerning graduate enrollment limitation be
re. any d 1scuss1on?
.
.
ad ope
t d . I s th e~
PROFESSOR LE BARON
HEADY

Yes, sir.

Professor LeBaron.

LE BARON
I don't doubt the great amount of work
that the Graduate Committee has done on this, but I find
it very difficult, myself, to be able to digest all these
paragraphs, seven, and so forth, in five minutes on something that was handed out at the door, and I think this
is a fairly drastic action by the University, and I believe
we should have had more of a chance to discuss this ahead
of time.
Is there any possibility that we can postpone this
until the next meeting, until the next one? I don't want
to just make the motion to table without discussing the
possibility.
HEADY

Dean Springer.

SPRINGER
I would suggest, Professor LeBaron, that
we are under great or high pressure here, because un~il we
put a system into effect which will, in effect, provide
each department with a reasonable procedure to account for
certain groups of students, namely those admitted, those
expected
to continue , those expected to graduate or other.
wise leave the scene until we can ins~tut~uch a system, August,
it's terribly diffic~lt_ to _m~ke _projec~s~ G~~ ~~ptember , or
I should say, and yetr-we;re under constraint to put such
a system under operation, and this is the only reason~
I would hesitate to suggest that if we wait until June,
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we're going to be able to effect the changes ·which are proposed herein.
I recognize the validity of your point , that
it is complex, that there's been a brief time that you've
had a chance to study this, but I'm perfectly prepared to
discuss it, as I'm sure are some of my colleagues of the
Committee who are in the room.
HEADY
Could I make one comment on this? The Regents
at the meeting on Saturday, as has been mentioned, did
ad6pt a policy to aim towar d an enrollment next fall that
does not exceed last fall '·s enrollment, overall, by more
than nine percent.
In the discussions about how that would be accomplished,
it was reported that the in t ention of the Graduate Committee
and the approach that had been discussed over some period
of time at faculty meetings and elsewhere, was to hold
the graduate enrollment steady or very close to the figure
for this year.
I think that the mandate to the administration to
aim toward a total of not more than nine percent of last
year is a firm mandate the Regents have adopted. If the
Faculty wants to change the guidelines that we are now
following or suggested changes that would allow for more
graduate students and fewer undergraduate students, then I
think i t is very important that that sentiment be expressed
at this point, at this time, because obviously, whatever
controls are going to be imposed will have to be imposed
on some potential applicants, if it is necessary , certainly,
by some time in July .
PROFESSOR WOLLMAN
HEADY

Mr . Chairman .

Dean Wollman.

~

WOLLMAN
I wondered~ a couple of points . one,
total population would be first.
In bodies of students
such as a switch fr om part- time to full - time, or full time to part-time attendance by a graduate student, that
would fall outside the limits of constraint, I gather.
Then another point - SPRINGER

What paragraph is this?

WOLLMAN
well, paragraph one on total population.
We have three t housand students, each taking one course,
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SCALETTI
I share some of Doctor LeBaron's concern,
because we are dealing with enrollment limitation, whether
there should be one, and if so, how big, and we're also
dealing with the implementation of how this limitation will
take place. And I think it is the latter that might be of
concern to a number of us here in terms of the implementation of this kind of enrollment limitation question, and
I also share the concern with Doctor LeBaron, although I
have had the opportunity to hear this discussed by the
Graduate Committee, I recognize that many of you have not,
and I also share Doctor Springer's concern about rapidity
upon which this must be acted upon.
I wonder if we might have a special session to discuss this, to call a meeting to discuss this particular
document as ~sole i tern on the agenda to accomplish both
things; the expedition of this for the September enrollment and for giving the Faculty an opportunity to look
at the implication of some of the items in the document.
HEADY

Professor Green.

GREEN , I wonder if that special meeting might also
include some~on of the basic ideas of enrollment
limitation.
It seems to me at the last faculty meeting,
the Faculty did not pass a resolution asking the president to look into the question of enrollment limitation;
now, all of a sudden, it seems to me that we're being presented with a situation in which we are told the enrollment is limited.
How are you going to do it? I think
that we should discuss the whole question.
HEADY
I was not at the last meeting. My recollection from the minutes is that it was pointed out, at
that time, that any action to be taken with regard to the
enrollment limitation would certainly need to be taken by
the Regents in their May meeting, if it were to be done
at all.
Also, I want to remind the faculty that there was
a special meeting that was called prior to th~t last r~gular meeting which had, as one of two agenda items, this
Very matter and the Faculty decided to adjourn, rather
than to take the time to discuss it.
So I would like to point out that I do not think
it has been premature, either on the part of the adm~n~stration or the Regents, to take up and to make a decision
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HEADY
The only action that the Regents took, formally, was to limit the total number of students to not more
than nine percent next fall over last fall.
Now, in addition to that formal motion th at the Re gents adopted, there was considerable discuss ion which was
intended to provide guidelines as to how to arrive at this
end result, and the Regents did very clearly indicate that
they wanted to maintain the ratio between out-of-state
and in-state undergraduates , and one or two other guidelines of that kind which I regard as part of the understanding connected with this motion .
Now, with regard to the graduate enrollment, it
was reported to the Regents, and this memo itself was available and distributed at the Regents meeting, that our
assumption was that in accordance with the proposal from
the Graduate Committee, we would be maintaining graduate
enrollment at approximately the same level next year over
this year.
Now , my feeling would be that if the Faculty
were to take the position that it wants to increase graduate enrollment and decrease the number of undergraduates:;t;
that would otherwise be admitted, that such a statement
from the Faculty ought to be taken back to the Regents to
see whether or not they would concur in that as one of
the guidelines to be followed in carrying out this basic
enrollment limitation of policy, because I'm not sure what
the reaction, as far as the Regents is concerned, would
be toward the question of whether we grow at the undergraduate versus the graduate level, or the graduate level
versus the undergraduate level.
MURPHY
Perhaps this would be another reason for
having a special meeting.
.
HEADY
My point about this is that I think that
time is very important here, and whatever the Faculty wants
to do with t hese questions, r think either should be done
today or as soon as possible.
Professor Cooper.
COOPER
r think the point raised here about the
impact of the decision of the State of New Mexico is a
crucial one.
I don't believe that our sister institutions
are in a position to give the help at the graduat~ leve~
that this institution is.
I do think that our sister institutions can help at the undergraduate level. This would
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be an argument in favor of changing this ratio in such a
way that the graduate enrollment could increase at some
controlled rate, and the undergraduate enrollment decrease
in some controlled rate.
And the big issue is, I think we need a special
session to kick this thing around.
HEADY

Professor Schmidt.

PROFESSOR SCHMIDT
amendment to make .

I have a comment, and then an

I think if I understand you right, you said that
this report was available Saturday to the Regents. I'd
just like to comment on that.
It seemed to me possibly
that we could have had it yesterday to read.
The amendment I would like to make to the report
is in number one and I would enter, after the phrase, "197172," the wording to read as follows:
Every attempt should be made to hold the total population of graduate students at U.N.M. in 1971-72 at -and I'd insert -- "nine percent over the same level as in
1970-71."
That's my motion and I make that motion because I
agree very strongly with the remarks that Professor Murphy
has made about the character of the institution and the
role that education has to play.
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded, and my understanding is that this amendment would insert, after the
words, "in 1971-72," after the word "at" -- "at nine
percent over the same level as in 1970 - 71 . "
SCHMIDT
Right.
I only picked that percentage
since that was the general percentage you had picked for
the increase for the whole institution.
HEADY
rs there further discussion on the amendment?
Professor Rhodes.
PROFESSOR RHODES
I'm substantially opposed to
Professor Schmidt's motion in that I have, personally,
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some rather strong reservations as to whether any institution in this state should be engaged in any graduate education until such time as it is clearly demonstrated that
the State of New Mexico can afford that kind of activity
which, in my judgment, has not been the case recently.
For us to imagine that we can shuffle, somehow, statistically, nine percent figures to support graduate education
as opposed to undergraduate education so glibly as this,
would seem to be a terrible mistake at this time. If we
are going to have a freeze on enrollments at the University , it seems to me we should freeze it in our present
proportions, our present proportions of graduate and
undergraduate enrollment.
I'm not sure that a freeze is a wise thing, firstly .
I
suspect the time could come when we would penalize ourselves.
So long as the present formula worked out by the
Board of Educational Finance is as it is presently constituted, we could do great damage to ourselves altogether.
Additionally, it seems to me that until such a time as
the legislature can be demonstrated to be interested in
supportin~as"'costly program as the graduate program at
the Universif'y of New Mexico and where most of the products
would be transported to other communities, this would be
a political wonder of fairly large proportions .
HEADY

Dean Moellenberg.

DEAN MOELLENBERG
I think there's a great deal of
merit in the things that have been said about the role of
the University i n ~ graduate education.
I think, however,
there are some factors that do show up differently in terms
0 f.gra~uate students and under~ra~ua~~:;:f;;;dents, amo~g
~hie~ is the proposition that it is in~tely more
~ensive if it is carried on properly to advance an education do~toral student than it is an ~ndergraduate student
and, in fact, most states recognize this and allocate reso~rces accordingly.
so that would be one factor ~ha~ I
think should be taken into account, the fact that it is
even more damaging to us, financially, to grow rapidly at
the graduate level.
.
Related; toois the fact
difficult to absorb growth at
a significant dilution of the
tion.
You simply cannot take

that it is also much more
the graduate level without
quality of graduate educaan additional dozen people
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in a graduate seminar at the advanced level .
The third factor which I think enters into this,
and which contributes something to the sense of your agenda that was dealt with by the Graduate Committee is the
fact that some of the impact on the Graduate School is due
to present conditions, namely that people can't get a job
and therefore they think, "I may as well go back to a
school for a year and get a master's degree . " This is
particularly p~evalent in areas of education where teachers
are having trouble finding employment .
So I think we can expect a rather significant in crease in the pressure on some departments and an increasingly difficult time in dealing with that.
In addition, the situation with the non-degree status
is becoming rapidly more severe in that there are growing
pools of people who have not been able to find a home in
particular graduate programs, who are non-degreed, having
expectations in their own minds about getting into a department, but with the department having very little possibility in the foreseeable future of accommodating those
students in any orderly or reasonable fashion .
So I think that the crisis is significantly more
serious at the graduate level, the fact that we are facing
situations that make it rapidly more serious.
I think that
also means that we should deal with this as soon as we can;
bulletins and information which go out are being prepared
and are really -- I'm quite concerned about the possibility
that if we delay this action very much longer, it won't
be very effective for next year at all. And I think that
for that reason, I would oppose the idea of delaying, and
I think I would also oppose the idea of figuring a nine
percent increase at the graduate level, the same as at the
undergraduate level.
HEADY

Mr.. McRae.

MC RAE
I just wanted to clarify, I guess, my own
thinking.
The original language of item one m~ans that
you would in effect reduce the present proportion of graduate to undergraduate students . Is that the intent of it?
HEADY
MC RAE

That ' s correct.
The intent, then, of Professor Schmidt's
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amendment would be to maintain it at the same proportion?
SCHMIDT

That's right.

HEADY
Is there any further debate on the amendment?
Dean Springer.
SPRINGER .
I would feel thatt~e are increasing the
enrollment o f ; ~ students by a~ much as nine percent,
that we are acting irresponsibly toward graduate students
in several departments, and I'm not prepared to say which;
but where the situation is critical now, to force us to
take this nine percent across the board, would be a grave
mistake.
I think that we have, in this proposition, the flexibility to increase departments with new bracket programs.
And I would specifically refer to philosophy, if that is
Professor Schmidt's concern, and I would specifically refer
to geography, if that's Professor Murphy's concern.
But I would suggest that to be guided by the concerns
these chairmen, which are rather particular to their own
situations ad which we :recognize and which the Graduate
Committee recognizes, which the Graduate School and the
administration recognize, but to generalize this and say
therefore we must maintain the present proportion of graduate student enrollment to undergraduate student enrollment is unjustified and a disservice to the graduate students whom we propose to educate here within the next year.
0~

HEADY
THORSON
HEADY

Professor Thorson.
I move the previous question.
Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
The previous question has been moved and
seconded.
This has to do with the amendment, so we'll
now vote on the previous question.
If this passes by a
two-thirds vote, we'll proceed to vote on the amendment.
Those in favor of the previous question, please
say "aye"; opposed, "no". The motion is carried.

L

WILDJN

Mr. President, I question whether we have
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a legal quorum present .

HEADY
Twenty-five is t h e ~ - I suppose we have time to go ahead and vote on this. What
time did we start?
.Jut.., E:N
SECRETARY ffl;:IHilIEY
Ten after.
We have about eight mi nutes to go, accordHEADY
ing to my watch .
We will now vote on the amendment. This is Pro fessor Schmidt's amendment; if adopted, it would change
the language of the sentence in paragraph one which would
read:
Every attempt should be made to hold the total pop ulation of graduate students at U.N.M. in 1971-72 at nine
percent over the same level as in 1970-71.
SCHMIDT

May I make one clarification in regard

to -HEADY
I'm sorry, but unless somebody wants clarification of the meaning of the amendment, I think we should
have the -MR...

AAOJ:?ESS~ PEROVICH

What would this have to do
with the admittance of the new freshmen involved?
HEADY
That would not be in order at this point.
We
have to vote on the amendment. Those in favor,
Say II aye II ; opposed, "no".
'
'
1 os t -- th e
The motion
1.s
amendment is lost .
At this point, we have eight minutes left before
the hour, I understand. Now, is there any further discussion on the motion before us? Professor King .
PROFESSOR KING
I question the statement that Mr .
Springer just made about the need for -- or the dilution
of graduate programs in some departme nts. Is there any
department which is required to take an unlimited number
of students now? can each department say by itself, "I'm
sorry. We have as many as we can take . "
Yes, sir.
SPRINGER
time immemorial, I believe.

They've had this option since
But for various reasons, they
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have not exercised this option, so that the total result is
that last year , we grew by ten percent in the Graduate
School, without any comparable growth in graduate faculty
or faculty capable of teaching and supervising and directing.
~

The year before this, we had .,... ten percent -G'C ,m increase so that I plead with you to recognize that this
is not done lightly, nor is it done without recognition
that a good many departments have policed themselves to
where they are living quite nicely, and the students in
these departments are well taken care of, but there's another number of departments that have felt that quality
can best be assured by quantity, and it is those with whom
we have to work to bring about a recognition that that is
not necessarily the best way of looking at it, because it
disadvantages the students.
So I'm speaking against a background of two years
of excessive growth in relation to available resources .
HEADY

Professor Regener .

Mr. President, I made a few qui ck compuREGENER
tations, and I find that limiting the enrollment to the
present level and letting the total overall enrollment of
the University grow by nine percent means the undergraduate
student enrollment will go up to eleven percent, without
exceeding the nine percent limitation so that, therefore,
probably no single -- no single undergraduate student
would have to be turned away from the University because
of the fact that the Faculty has decided to keep it constant.
I don't think that sounds fair .
.
We have, in various departments, space for students
in our department.
We have, in the past year, spent mil lions of dollars in terms of equipment, in terms of other
facilities .
Our classes are small .
I ~ made the stateme~t a month ago in response to a memo, that we can tak~
twice as many students without trouble, and that would include instructors in biology and astronomy . There's more
of a bunch of students and more drive to succeed, and I
think that this type of an overall language on limitat~on
of enrollment to a constant level is just the worst thing
we could possibly do in ftl a. .i:1 c !! l!' e • tl fJ i .~i! i:ri J2 J ; 1 I sue ,
~ , at least in some departments on the campus, and Im
firmly opposed to this resolution and I would like it to
be referred to the Graduate committee next Tuesday by the
general Faculty .
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FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

Seconded .

Your motion is that it includes - -

THORSON
Point of orde r.
I think Professor Regener
made two motions, to refer it back to the Committee and
general Faculty .
REGENER
It's a package motion in which I'm making
two proposals; one proposal would be t he thing to be referred back to the Committee , which is the privileged
motion, and I'm including that the Faculty should reconsider the -- should consider the whole matter next Tuesday.
HEADY
This includes a call for a special meeting
of the Faculty .
REGENER
HEADY

That's what I intended to do .
Is t h a t in order ?

VAN GRABER
I would say that he is out of order,
not for want, but in doing it, you should have another
motion for a special meeting .
I move th a t the matter be referred back
REGENER
to the Graduate Committee .
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded .

HEADY
It ' s been moved and se c onded that this matter be referred back to the Graduate Committee . Those in
favor say "aye"; opposed, " no" . I think the motion is
lost. Do you want a standing vote of the house, Professor Regener? In case of doubt , I think we should .
Those in favor of the motion to refer, please stand .
Those opposed to the motion to refer, please stand .
I was wrong, Professor Regener . The motion to refer
has twenty-six votes in favor, twenty - three against, so
the motion to refer is carr ied .
Now, do you have a fur t her motion?
REGENER
I would like to move that the matter be
considered by the general Faculty next Tuesday at a special
meeting .
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FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that we have a
special meeting with the general Faculty next Tuesday to
consider this matter.
Is there any discussion about this
matter?
CHRISTMAN
I'd like to propose a substitute motion,
if you will accept it.
If you won't, I won't propose it;
that we do it at our next regular June Faculty meeting,
which is only two weeks hence, instead of one week hence.
Is that right?
THORSON
CHRISTMAN
you accept that?

June 2.
June 2.

That would be two weeks.

Would

REGENER I'm a little surprised about June 2, becaus e
that is in the middle of the examination week,~and couldn't
be -- isn't there another one after that? It \ould be the
second Tuesday in each month, and certainly not before finals.
HEADY
There's a meeting, I'm not sure when it's
been called, however, to handle the degree lists. That
was the purpose
REGENER
That would be after the finals examinations
week, the final examination week ends on June 5th.
COTTREtL
SCHMIDT

We could do it before, now.
First the sentence, then the trial.

HEADY
The motion, as of now, is to meet next Tuesday, unless Professor wants -I would have that suggestion, that it be
REGENER
done at the next regular meeting.
HEADY
All right. The motion then is to take up
this matter at the meeting that is already scheduled for
W~dnesday, June 2nd, which is also to take up the degree
lists. Is there discussion of the motion? Dean Springer.
SPRINGER
Mr. President, I'd like to speak against
the motion. Either we have some urgency here or we don't.
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I think the point has been made by some of our colleagues that the whole question of enrollment limitation
ought to be aired and ventilated and discussed.
It has
merit, and I propose/I to put an afternoon into it, but we
simply cannot survive, administratively, in the Graduate
Schooi, if we cannot make a move before two weeks are up.
I just don't see how it can be done. You are putting
us over a barrel, which I regret to say is very severe,
and I'm very disappointed in what is happening here, because the Graduate Committee is a Committee of this Faculty which has worked very emphatically on this, and you
just disavow it now.
1)

PROFESSOR FI~EY
HEADY

Mr . Chairman.

d

Professor Fil\:ey.

1)

FI~EY
I agree with Dean Springer.
I agree that
there's urgency, but it seems to me that the urgency existed before this date.
In our department, those of us who
deal with graduate students are contacted by them, are
working with them, starting in about October. By March,
we've made our decisions that the student is going to be
accepted as a graduate student in our department.
Now, if we are going to be provided with limitation
guidelines, we should have been provided by then, and if
we are provided now with this, it will be useful for next
year.
HEADY

Professor Baughman.

BAUGHMAN
There's one problem, I think, about the
June meeting, if history has been any indicator here; the
tendency, at the last Faculty meetings, they usually run
between twenty and twenty-five, and I doubt, really,
whether any business of importance that this seems to be
should be left over till that particular meeting.
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL
I would prefer that if w~ feel w~ need
to discuss it further that we have a special meeting for
it. I think the original motion for next Tuesday would
be appropriate. As I understand it, it has been -REGENER

Make an amendment.
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COTTRELL
I move for a substitute motion.
I move
we meet at three p.m. next Tuesday, May 25th, to consider
the enrollment limitation.
HEADY
All right. As a substitute motion, it's
been moved that we meet next Tuesday at three p . m.
FACULTY MEMBER

Seconded.

HEADY
The twenty-fifth.
Is there discussion on
the substitute motion? Those in favor, please say "aye";
opposed "no".
The motion is carried.
Now we have to vote on the motion, as substitute.
Those in favor please say "aye"; those opposed, "no". The
motion is carried.
Is there a motion to adjourn?
FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

So moved.

The meeting is adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,

Durrie, Secretary
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From:

Committee on Entrance and Credits

Subject: Report on Grading System Study
At its last meeting in the Spring of 1970, the Faculty referr d o
the Committee on Entrance and Credits for further study a recommendation by the Committee on Enhancement of the Educational Pro cess that the University grading system be revised to eliminate
the grade of F.
Following several months of study, the Committee on Entrance and
Credits presented to the University Faculty, meeting on January 12,
1971, .Proposals for changes in some regulations and procedures
r7l~ting to the present grading system. These, with minor revisions, were approved by the Faculty to become effective with the
1971 spring semester.
~t the January 12 University Faculty meeting, the Faculty was
informed that the E & c committee and its Subconunittee on Grading
were continuing a study of the basic grading system and that a
proposal relating to the grading system would be presented to the
Faculty before the end of the 1971 spring semester. The attached
report and proposals of the Subcommittee on grading, .endorsed by
the full Committee on Entrance and credits, are submitted for
Faculty consideration.
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INTRODUCTION
This sub-committee has been asked to gather material relevant to
grading processes and policies and provide the full Committee on
Entrance and Credits with a number of grading proposals. Emphasis
was placed upon giving consideration to current grading philosophies
and the practical aspects of a system's effect on students and its
administrative feasibility. The sub-committee was not specifically
asked to make recommendations, but it is difficult not to do so when
charged to exercise some evaluation and judgment as well as to
describe alternative grading systems.
Based on a preliminary look at grading systems at other Colleges and
Universities anp -t he fact that a nationwide trend towards "liberalized" grading policies is in effect, an interim report was made in
December urging rule changes that would affect our current grading
syst~m. Subsequently a number of rule changes were presented by the
Commit~ee on Entrance and Credits and passed by the faculty to become
effective for the Spring semester 1971. These changes were not to be
construed as the outcome of a final or completed study of grading
systems.
T~e.foll~wing report is the completed version of the study. It.is
divided into three main sections. The first reviews those grading
sys~ems currently used in higher education and clarifies some of
their assumed strengths and weaknesses. The second section reports
the results of a survey of UNM faculty concerning their attitudes
toward~ our present system(s), and several possib;e modification~ .
The third and final section of the report deals with the conclusions
and recommendations of the committee.
CURRENT STATUS OF GRADING SYSTEMS IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Whil7 there are many different grading systems ~ur:ently in use in
zm~rican colleges and universities, the vast maJority vary ~nly a
light degree from the traditional A,B,C,D,F system . Numerical
5
.Ystems are employed but these are usually able to be converted
in~o the common 4. O ~cale for calculating a grade-poi nt av~rage. (GPA). .
~ 18 conformity or comparability found among institut~ons is ~h~efly
ue to the utility of a common system in making practical decisions
concerning the status of transfers and the selection of.stude~ts for
graduate or professional study. Since comparing GPA's is a risky
Pro~edure, other information is considered, either from the tran~-·
script, or special tests of achievement or aptitude.

~ tru~y innovative grading system may be defined as one tha~ do~s

tot.yield to this mechanism for making comparisons b7t~een insti-.
utions. Such systems are in use, but mainly on a limited, exper1me~ta1 basis. It has not been possible to determine the extent to
Which innovative systems are in use because:
l.

There seems to be a very recent surge of change in
grading practices and policies

2.

There is a tendency for research reports and analyses to
focus on the developm~nts oc~urring ~n the most prestigious
~chools to the exclusion of information on what is happening elsewhere.

Ho~ever~ ~ased on correspondence with several other colleges and
~n1v 7rs1~ies, ~nd the most recently available reports, the following
~nst 7tutions either have used or are presently using an innovative
grad~ng system. Most of them only on a limited basis.
Antioch College
Bennington
Brandeis University
Brown University
California Institute
of Technology
Carlton
Columbia
Grinnell
Knox
Mount Holyoke
Michigan State
· (Justin Merrel College)
Oberlin

Pomona College
Princeton
Queen's College
Stanford University
University of California
(Berkeley)
University of Illinois
University of Massachusetts
University of Minnesota
University of New Mexico
University of Oregon
Westminster College
(Missouri)
Yale University
(Yale College)

Ohio State
The ~reat majority of these institutions employ a pass-fail or
credit-no credit system on a limited basis, similar to the option
plan we currently have at UNM. The use of this plan seems to have
been greatly extended by its adoption at Berkeley after the 1964
studen~ riots. A summary of several evaluations of ~his plan.may be
found in The Impact of The Pass-Fail System by Francis H. DeL1sle,
December, 1969. A few of these institutions have adopted a somewhat
more radical system, that is sometimes referred to as.ti:ie "Wes~minster System". In effect this system records the positive achievement of the student in the form of A, B, C, or "Distinction " , "High
Pass", and "Pass" but does not make any record of "failures" or
even "no-credit".' The virtue of this system, in the eyes of ~ts
proponents, is that it obliterates the permanent record of failures
and.only records the students final positive acheiveme~ts: The most
serious detraction is that the system fails to record failures or
7Ven "attempts" and therefore conceals what may be considered
important information by a future employer or graduate school.
11

A ~e~ Colleges and Universities have taken the step to extensively
utilize either the pass-fail system or the Westminst~r System. To
help evaluate the effects of these systems we have either corre~
~po~ded with these schools or located published reports concerning
heir experience.
p

.

comona College, California Institute of Technology.an~ Antioc

h

~l~e~e all utilize the pass-fail system (or a variatio~) without
l1~1ting it just to certain courses or to a student option plan.
While numerous professional schools and some graduate courses are

graded pass-fail, these schools comprise the group that have opted
ost heavily for using this system with undergraduates.
Pomona College has had the pass-fail option since 1961 for Junior
and Senior electives, and in addition, all Freshman seminars are
graded pass-fail. Little comment is made by DeLisle, other than
that the system has been rated a general success. California
Institute of Technology has also used a pass-fail grading syst m
for Freshmen since 1964 and in 1967 introduced it as a limited o tio
f~r upper classmen. John B. Weldon, the registrar, has responded
with the following:
We feel our system is doing for us what it was
intended to do. It provides an opportunity for
Freshmen to make the transition from high school
to college witb less strain. It gives the upperclass undergraduate an opportunity to broaden his
educational background without jeopardizing his
grade point average. In general it helps take
the emphasis off grades and still provides enough
of the traditional grading system to furnish a
grade point average for transfers in most cases
and to graduate schools that are still basirgtheir
admissions on the grade point average.
st recently (July 1969) Antioch College has gone to a compreh n-

sive credit-no credit system and only those courses for which h
student receives credit are recorded on his transcript. Writt n
evaluat ions may be requested by the student and he selects those to
a7c~mpany his transcript whenever it is sent. The registrar,
rian L. Dickinson, has this summary comment:
Under this system the grade point average has bee~
eliminated. The minimum academic standards comprise:
instructor's evaluation that student has met tandards
of the course· the Academic Review Committee's judgment that a student is, or is not, meeting yearlr
•
academic standards. In the latter case, the Registrar s
Office refers to the committee those students whose .
records show minimum credits for the year in comparison
with credits registered for each quarter. So far,
another difficulty with the system is the arnoun~ of
"paper work" necessary for the referral but it is .
felt that at such time as the entire student body is
c~ecked for a year, only those habitual poor students
will need a yearly review.

•

.

r

~=tmi~ster College, Brown University, Stanford Unive~sity, and
veUni~e:sity of Oregon have adopted systems which, in effect,
ave elinu.nated th e gr a d es o f "D" and "F" • Both Brown andk Stanford
b
·
rawiseemingly completely eliminated the use of these m~r s y lf
c ng them as an option for the professor and not making any r
c e to failed courses on the student's transcript. How ver, both
Ools maintain requirements on minimum annual progr ss towards

graduation and this requirement is close, if not equivalent, to 12
semester hours of acceptable work per semester. Special permission
may be granted for taking a lighter load.
Westminster College since 1966 has used the marks "Distinction
"High Pass
"Pass", and "No Credit
but the "No Credit does not
appear on the student's permanent transcript. This arrangement
preserves the possible advantage of giving some negative feedback
to the student who does not follow through with his intentions,
without making a permanent record of the fact. Under this system
taking and maintaining a "full load is stressed. When graduates
require a grade point average for admission to graduate school, as
apparently graduates of Westminster College sometimes do, it is
assumed that the student attempted fifteen and one-half hours and
the difference between that and the number of hours passed is
translated as "F " .
11

,
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The University of Oregon has substituted the grade of N for the
"D" and the F
Almost half of the hours needed for graduation
may be taken on a pass-no pass basis, and there is a minimum progress requirement. We have not obtained any evaluation or comment
on the system, but as with Stanford and Brown, it has been in
operation less than two years.
11

11

11

11 •

None.of the schools which have adopted a comprehensive innovative
grading system, either pass-fail or the Westminster plan, have
yet produced a study that objectively evaluates the effects or
chan97s brought about by the new system. Partly this can be
explained by the lack of time since the grading changes have taken
place, but certain intuitions also occur as one reads the cornrnent~~y and.discussion that is available. At the point of making the
an~e.it may be that performing such a study seems to b~ ~ future
~ossibility, but that afterwards a great number o~ unantici~ated
ccur:ences has absorbed all available resources into catching-up
~remaintaining.pace with effects of the change~ Even ~hose who.
hp ak encouragingly about their new system admit that its adoption
as entailed a lot of unexpected effort.
~;1haps the major conclusion to be drawn from this adm~ttedly
· ef and sketchy review of the current status of grading systems
~~ that Widespread uniformity is to be found . . of those.schools
0 have adopted noteworthy variations in grading pr~ctices, th7
~=at ~ajority have done so only on a limited, experimental ~asis. •
is Un~versi ty of New Mexico's "Credit-No Credit student ?ptior:i plan
Wittypical of these efforts. Those schools who are exp7rimenti~g
anah n:wer grading systems tend to be among the more elite public
has Private institutions in the country. Only a handful of ~chools
ana begun to utilize any of the newer grading systems extensively,
the greater proportion have done so within the last two years.

~~ Table I UNM has been compared with those schools who have gone

be more extensive use of one of the newer grading systems.

It may
oth~~tea that the biggest apparent differen?e betwe~n UNM and these
Ptofe Schools is in the student-faculty ratio, meaning tha~ UNM
ssors generally have much larger classes to contend with.

5
student-faculty ratios may be calculated a number of different ways
depending upon whether teaching assistants are included as faculty.
The 22 to 1 ratio reported for UNM in Table I is based on TA' s
being included, but not GA's. Just how the other schools calculated
their ratios is unknown. If UNM does include GA' s a more comparable
ratio of 17 to 1 is obtained .1
The column showing the percent of those enrolled who eventually
graduate illustrates that the majority of UNM students do not
receive a degree from this institution, but instead transfer if
they complete their college education. In contrast, most of the
other schools tend to graduate a student once he enrolls as a
freshman. This is important since unique or innovative grading
systems tend to cause most difficulty for transfer students who
must present their transcript to a second college .
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF UNM WITH SCHOOLS USING 2
INNOVATIVE GRADING SYSTEMS EXTENSIVELY
College or
University
Pass-Fail
Antioch
Cal. Tech.
Pomona

Undergrad.
Population
2100
750
1275

% Rec.
Degree

Average
SAT Score

50%
27
30

60%
73
75

630
714
675

S/F
Ratio

. % of

8 to 1
2 to 1
11 to 1

App.Ace.

!festminster System
Brown
2858
Stanford
6200
Westminster
700
U. of Oregon
11000

to
10 to
12 to
11 to

1
1
1
1

18%
23
80
85

83%
85
48

670
640
520
513

UNM

22 to 1

87%

30%

520
equiv.

11000

6

The col";1ffins headed percent of Applicants Accepted and Average SAT
;core give some indication of the ability level of a beginning
areshman class . While a couple of these schools_ar~ ~bout the.same
t 8 UNM the other five have student bodies with significantly higher
est scores. These two columns clearly tend to support each other.
1UNM Dir t
h D Morris Hendrickson,
Pro .
ec or of Institutional Researc , r.
th t
ha VJ.ded this information along with other data and insights
a
2 ve been very helpful in preparing this report.
Source f
.
.
B (Ed ) Barron's Profile
of Arn . 0 all figures except UNM is Fine' ·
•
·
1 series,
~rican Colleges. Woodbury, N.Y.: Barron's Educationa
., 1970
3
•
The av
f
hmen has been translated
into a erage AC~ Composite Score of_UNM res
c I. and Barritt,
L.s. ~ SAT equivalent score according to ~a~~T ·Journal of college
Stua
table of Concordance Between ACT an
·
~ n t Personnel, 1966 , 7, 105-108.

OPINIONS OF UNM FACULTY ON GRADING
To determine local opinions and attitudes towards UNM's pr s nt
grading system(s), a brief questionnaire was sent to ev ry fulltime member of the faculty via the regular processes of the cam u
mailing system. Questionnaires were sent out to 830 faculty, but
this included the Schools of Medicine, Law and Public Administr
We obtained a comparatively low percentage of responses from h
schools , but this is understandable in view of the fact that th
questionnaire was obviously directed towards undergraduate grading
practices. A number of the faculty who did respond from the
schools pointed out their difficulty with the questionnair and i
truly was not constructed to be answered pertaining to th ir own
students . To those who saw this error and answered anyway, w a~
thankful , but it seemed wisest to analyze the results xcluding
Medicine, Law, and Public Administration.

Ou~ of a total of 608 full-time faculty 444 complet d th qu
ionna1re and returned it for a 73 percent response. By faculty rank
the percent of response varied from a high of 80 percent ~or full
professors to a low of 40 percent for instructors. Associat
nd
assistant professors responded at the rates of 76 perc nt and 73
percent respectively.
The gradual decrease in the rate of response that accompani s ~o r
~ac~lty rank may reflect inaccurate campus addresses, less familiarity with local grading policies and other factors r lat.a.to th
greater turnover among those with lower rank. However,? inions
of the "old guard" are somewhat more strongly reflected in th
following data.
Lo~king at the proportion of respondents by the academic area in
whi7h they teach, a fairly even distribution can be observed . . It is
':111 11kely, therefore, that any strong bias occurs due to the diff ring degree of response from faculty in different colleges and
departments . See Table II below.
TABLE II
::=-NUMBER AND PERCENT OF FACULTY RESPONDING TO GRADING QUESTIO AIRE
Percent
Academic
Number
Number
Respon
_Area
Responding
of Faculty
~sand Sciences
Humanities
s0 71.al
. Sciences
Sciences
B .
~ne~s Administration
--._sat1.on
~1·
_ neerinq_

~

~

~acy

114
68
128
19
121
61
62
28
7

83
53
99
16
85
50
35
16
7

72. %
77.9
77 . 3
84.2
70.2

81.9
56 . 4
57 .
100.0

We are continuing to work with these data to obtain a more exact
number of faculty on campus, and several more questionnaires have
come in since making the preliminary tabulations on which this report
is based. The final figures and percentages probably will not vary
much from those reported above, and they should be in the direction
of a generally more satisfactory sample.
Tabulations of the answers to the question, "Are you satisfied with
the present basic grading system of A,B,C,D,F?" shows that 43 percent
of the faculty answered~, 47 percent answered !!Q., and 10 percent
?f ~he faculty were undecided. Those with the rank of professor
1nd1cated satisfaction more frequently (60 percent answered~}
~ha~ assistant professors and instructors where only 31 percent
1nd1~ated they were satisfied with the present system. Dissatis-·
facti~n.was more often exPressed by faculty in the areas of
Humanities and Fine Arts .1
An analysis of the written comments on this question will show
what specific kinds of dissatisfactions occur, but as yet these
comments have not been sorted out and reviewed.
The.next question pertained to whether the present credit/no credit
option should be broadened retained as is, or eliminated . 45
~:rc7nt said it should be broadened, 37 percent that i~ ~hould be
A ta1n 7a! and only 8 percent said that it should be eliminate~.
n additional 9 percent checked the "can't say" category · This
shows fai~ly strong support for present student o~tion plan which
has been in effect since the beginning of the Spring semester 1970.
!~e support is fairly even among the differen~ 7olleges, b~t it.is
st strongly evidenced by those in the Humanities and Engineering.
Question Number 5 asked whether present University policies on the
suspe.nsion
.
ret
of low achieving students should be d.iscon t.inue d ,
a1ned or extended in some manner. By far the largest percentage
0
faculty was in support of present policies (54 percent), and
a.out equal proportions of 17 percent responded that they would
!~t~er like to discontinue or extend these policies. 11 percent
f dicatea that they could not say. Again the amount of support
~r retention of present policies was fairly even but somewhat
8 ronger among those in the Fine Arts and Engineering.

!

tthe question concerning adoption of an A,B,C-No record grading
em, the faculty was asked whether their attitudes were generally
p:vorable, unfavorable or whether they could not say. The ~arges~
t rcentage responded that they were generally unfavorably dispose
awards
t were favorable.
The
~uch a move (52 ..percent), and 38 percen
remainder checked the "can't say" category.
~ny

f

8

final tabulations have been appended to this report.

pproxirnately the same results were obtained on th follo in
uestion concerning the adoption of a special grading
freshmen. The majority (45 percent) were unfavorabl ,
percent were favorable, with a slightly larg r grou
indecision than did on the previous question. App r ntl
ajority were against such a move, but they had giv nit 1
consideration than adoption of the A,B,C-No record gr a'ng
as evidenced by the relatively greater proportion who
they could not say (20 percent as opposed to 10
re n ).
The statement that fairness in grading practic s i
than the type of system employed was strongly agr
faculty (66 percent) . But just what this high d gr
proves is another question . Some of th writt n comm n
that this is a separate issue which dos not b
of which grading system is best , and others that
in a different form than others because it c 11 d
disagreement with a stated position. Th
comm n .
call the item into question at least a fr
rn kn
b tween this item and the rest.
For an account of how faculty memb rs rat d t
greernent or disagreement with various ta m
r de, see the tabulations in th app ndix.
here does not seem to be any gr at sentirn nt
or ~sefulness of the mark . A small pro ortion o
ndicate their belief that it functions a a
confound the learning process, but the vast m jo
re moderate in their beliefs or see the grad
sitive value.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In view of the preceding information concerning grading systems
and UNM faculty attitudes on grades, the sub-committee for the
study of grading systems recommends that no further changes in our
present grading system be attempted at this time. It appears that
we are already quite "liberal II in our grading policies, and with
the credit/no credit option plan in effect, we have a mechanism
f~r alleviating the pressure of grades that can be extended at any
time: The faculty supported this method of changing our present
grading system more strongly than any _of the other proposed means.
The committee specifically recommends not eliminating the "F"
grade or the "D" and the "F" grades. Those few schools who have
taken this step have generally very high quality student bodies
(as far as their scholastic abilities are concerned), much smaller
undergraduate enrollments and much more favorable student/faculty
ratios. The only school ~omparable to UNM that has moved towards
such a system is the university of Oregon. They have substituted
a grade of "N" for "F" and "D" and they do require a minimum
amount of progress towards a d~gree each year. Since we are much
more of a city school than Oregon (only 18% of our students reside
~~ ~ampus as opposed to 70% at Oregon) such a stipulation a~
nimum yearly progress would pe less fair to our many working
students and very difficult to enforce. To eliminate the "F"
would give UNM the most hybrid grading system of any.scho?l, a~d
Place us right in the forefront of the schools experimenting with
such changes.
The committee is aware that our present grading systems might be
~~de to work better, but especially in view of recent changes,
f~e and attention are needed more than further change . Stron~
culty agreement with the statement that "The worth of a grading
~r.evaluation system is more closely related to.the de~ree of
airness and consistency with which the system is applied than to
the type of letter or nurnberical ratings used" might be taken to
~uggest that assistance be provided to those who wish to learn
s~tter how to use our present system(s). This may apply to ~oth
Udents and faculty who are unaware of the latitude and options
P_roviaea for under our present system ( s) ·

APPENDIX

FACULTY QUESTIONNAIRE
ON GRADES AND GRADING SYSTEMS
r ctions: If the respondent decides that his opinion c n
d by one of the pre-established answers
the total qu
can be filled out in less than ten minutes. For qu st1.on wh
of the provided answers are considered adequat, th r
ond n
ked to write his own reply and to check the provid d n
s closest to his opinion. Additional comments or qu
appre ciated.
II

11

,

e opinions collected from individual faculty will b h ld
confidence . A report will be circulated to th fa cul Y
he findings of this survey.
Pl ase return this questionnaire as soon as possibl
one week) to the Committee on Entrance and Credi
Scholes Hall 102.

-:

Your College
Humanities
1
2 ( 83) Arts & Sci.
Soc. Sciences
3 ( 55) Arts & Sci.
Sciences
(100) Arts & s ci.
·
4
( 16) Bus. & Adm. Sci.
5
{ 87) Education
6
7 ( 51) Engineering
( 36) Fine Arts
8 ( 17) Nursing
9 ( 7) Pharmacy

-

Your rank·
1 (151) ~rofessor
2 (130) Associate Professor
3 (152) Assistant Professor
4 ( 19) Instructor
193) Yes

(43.0%)
~ ({ 46) Undecided (10.2%)
210) No
(46 8%)
449
•
f You are not, what changes would you lik
234 or 52.1% made comments

0

?

.

. . .___- ~~..:!!!J~~~~rr=~--·

Co

5.

.

:

.

:

This University now suspends some students for poor academic
performance in terms of their over-all Grade Point Av rag.
This practice should be:
1 ( 76) discontinued,
(17.3%)
2 (247) retained as is, (56.1%)
3 ( 75) extended to cover greater number of students, (17.1)
4 ( 42) can't say.
( 9.5%)
440

.~

Comments:

6.

125 or 28.4% made comments

Stanford and a few other colleges and universities hav in
uted a grading system that consists of A,B and C with failu
not recorded. What is your general attitude towards utilizing
such a system at the University of New Mexico?
1. (1 76) Favorable
(39 . 6)
2.
(234)
Unfavorable (52 . 6%)
3.
( 35) Can't say
( 7.8%)
445

Comments: 151 or 33.9% made comments
7.

Some universities have applied a special grading sys
at~itud~ towards such a special system for fr shmen
University of New Mexico?
1. (162) Favorable
(36.6%)
2.
(208)
Unfavorable (46.9%)
3.
( 73)
Can't say
(16.5%)

,·..

443

Comments: 149 or 33 . 6 percent made comments
.§__.

The worth of a grading or evaluation svste~
. clos ~Y
related to the degree of fairness and consistency ith wh~ch
the.system is applied than to the tYJ?e of lett r or nurn rical
£atings used. In improving the grading syste~, ther for,
attention should be directed to grading practices rath r than
t_he grades themselves.
1.
(299)
Agree
(69 . 7%)
2.
( 68) Disagree
(15.9%)
3•
( 4 ~~)
Can ' t say
(14 . 4%)
Comments: 131 or 30 . 5% made comments

QE less agree or disagree.

Please indicate with ~n X th
~tent to which you agree with each of th following 9 a

a.

The sole function of the F grad

_§_ (10. 2'Y~
strongly
agree

66

(14 . 7%)
agree

44 (9 . 8%)

neither
agree nor
disagree

is punitiv ·

164 (36. 5%)

disagree

129 (28. 7%)

trongly
disagre

20 1

b.

The threat of receiving an F grade may often motivate
students to study.

34 (7 .6%}

strongly
agree
c.

225 (50.1%

agree

84 (18.7%)

69 (15.3%)

neither
agree nor
disagree

disagree

37 (18. 2%)

strongly
disagree

Receiving an F tends to discourage students from further
effort.

24 (5.3%)

strongly
agree

12 (26.9%)

123 (27.4%)

agree

neither
agree nor
disagree

165 (36.8%)

disagree

16 (3.6%)

strongly
disagree

d. Faculty members use the F grade to penalize students for
differences unrelated to the nature of the course.
10 (2. 2%)

strongly
agree

5 7 ( 12. 7%)

109 (24.3%1

agree

neither
agree nor
disagree

157 (35.0%}

disagree

116 (25 . 8%)

strongly
disagree

e. The grade of F means that a student took a course and
failed to acquire sufficient knowledge to have received any
credit for the course.
115 (25',6%) 214 (47.7%)

strongly
agree
~.

agree

49 (10.9%)

neither
agree nor
disagree

49 (10. 9%)

disagree

22 (4.9%1

strongly
disagree

An important purpose of the F grade is to assist a student

in determining whether he should or should not continue

toward a higher degree in a given field.
i4 (9 .8%)

strongly
agree

133 (29.6%)

agree

108 (24.1%)

neither
agree nor
disagree

116 (25.8%1

disagree

48

(10.7%)

strongly
disagree

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXI())
The Graduate School
May 17, 1971

o:

University Faculty

fr

George P. Springer, VP/Rand Dean, Graduate School~

S bject:

Grad Ing System for Graduate Students

The Graduate Convnlttee's Subcof'TlrTllttee on Grading pr sent d the foll
r.,.,.-ndat Ion to the Committ ee on May 13, 1971 • The Comn Itt approv t
ndatlon and urges Its adoption by the Faculty.
The subcomnlttee reconmends the fol towing grading syst for ppro
of t he Graduate Convnittee and that the Information should be lnclud
In
duete Schoo I Bu 11 et f n and add it 1ona I Iy c I rcu Iated to th f cu Ity
Grades:
Points:

A
4

B
3

C

NC

2

Grades should have the fol lowlng meanings:
A=
B=
C=
NC•

exce 11 ent at the grad~ate Ieve I •
average at the graduate level.
low quallty at the graduate level but passing.
not acceptable for credit

r ould be no limit on the number of C's a candidate could Include In hi
rad ate program, provided he maintained at least a :S.0 averege ov r 11 •
fu rther reconrnend that NC grades not be calculated Into t
end
g~ades are not. But, the NC grades should appeer on the tronscrlp
raduate School should put a student on probation hen
reoelv
grades and suspend him when he receives a third (3) NC grade.

(2)

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
The Graduate School
M8y 17, 1971
To:

University Faculty

From:

George P. Sprt nger, VP/R and Dean, Graduate SchooG

Subject: Graduate Enro I I ment Po I Ic Ies
At tts meeting on May 13, 1971 the Graduate Comnltt approv
recorrrnendatlons of Its Subcomnlttee on Enrollment Limitation. T
tho Faculty to adopt these policies, to take effect I dlat ly.
Every attempt should be made to hold the total popul Ion o
tudents at UNM In 1971-72 at the same level as In 1970-71. Accordln
graduate unit should be strongly urged to hold tts enrol I n fo n
stant, or, If feasible, to reduce It slightly Cto k po lbl
Increases) •
I.

2.

If a unit feels strongly that an lncreas

In It

nroll

Y ar Is Justified, It must present Its rationale In wrl Ing tot

Graduate School, with cases requiring further adjudication b In
Graduate Conmlttee.

r

3. Each unit must, If Jt Is not already doing so, b
scr enlng" now, and must keep records of its ad I sslon oft r
nd cc
so that It can properly exercise Its responsibility for control ling t
of Its graduate population, this fall and In the futur • T
Gr du
Ill provide those units that have not been doings cond er ntn
I
of the number of fal I admission offers that have be n mad for
ch o
nits.

4. The Dean of the Graduate School is urged to c
units that appear to him to have an excessive nu r of gr duet
P sent, asking those units to Justify their curr nt nu
r or
Y they should not be asked to decrease their enroll nt lgnl
xt year.
5. All applicants for admission I II b requlr to
In which they wish to work a letter In hlch th Yd crib
Jectlves, and any factors bearing upon t Ir quallflca tons

ob nts

6. The Provisional status category, o
ed
when they meet Graduate SchoOI requlr
1

1

n s bu do not
wltl be deleted. Alt applicants II I hav to P lfy
1:td.
h to enter. There wl I I be only on statu tor b tnnl 9 gr duD
d~lar. <Doctoral Intermediate, Doctoral Cendldat, 80d Po -Doc
tlonat categories used for advanced stud nts >
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7. Students rejected on academic grounds either by the Graduate School or
the department wi I I not be admitted to the Graduate School. They may elect to
enrol I in Non-Degree status to improve their academic record, and then re-apply
for admission to the Graduate School for the second (or later) instructional
session fol lowing the one for which they were rejected. A maximum of 6 hours
of Non-Degree work may later be applied for graduate credit, but only Ca) if
these hours are in graduate-credit courses, with grades of A or B, Cb) If the
student is successful in gaining admission to the Graduate School, and Cc) If
acceptance of the 6 hours Is recommended by his department.
8. A student rejected by a department on quota grounds wi II not be
admitted to the Graduate School. His options wi I I be Ca) to apply to a
different department (only one such appl !cation wil I be allowed; this second
department wi I I screen him, having been notified that they are his second choice);
~b) to enrol I in Non-Degree status, subject to the credit-transfer provisions
in Paragraph 7, above; (c) to re-apply for the next instructional session, or
later.
9. The present 18-hour Non-Degree route into the Graduate School ls
cancelled, except for students currently in that plpel ine. Work done In
Non-Degree wi I I be Included in the re-evaluation of rejectees under paragraphs
7 and 8 above, If they re-apply, but no more than 6 such hours can ever be counted
toward a graduate degree, as described in paragraph 7.
10. Teachers seeking to meet recertification requirements, or other
graduates not working toward an advanced degree, wl I I either have to be accepted
by a given department or enrol I in Non-Degree under the 6-hour transfer
I Imitation.
'

